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The Ford F-Series is a series of trucks marketed and manufactured by Ford. In production since
, the F-Series is a range of light-duty trucks marketed as full-size pickup trucks , [1] slotted
above the compact Ford Ranger in the Ford truck model range. Since , the F-Series also
includes the heavier-duty Super Duty series, which includes pickup trucks, chassis cab trucks ,
and medium-duty trucks. The most popular version of the F-Series is the F, now in its fourteenth
generation. The best-selling pickup truck in the United States since the highest-selling vehicle
overall since ; [2] [3] the F-Series is also the best-selling vehicle in Canada. The F-series
platform has underpinned several sport utility vehicles, including the Ford Bronco , Ford
Expedition and Lincoln Navigator. The first-generation F-Series pickup known as the Ford
Bonus-Built was introduced in as a replacement for the previous car-based pickup line
introduced in The F-Series was sold in eight different weight ratings, with pickup, panel truck,
cab-over engine COE , conventional truck, and school bus chassis body styles.. For the model
year, Ford introduced a second generation of the F-Series trucks. Increased dimensions,
improved engines, and an updated chassis were features of the second generation. In another
change, the model nomenclature of the F-Series was expanded to three numbers; this remains
in use in the present day. Centered around a wraparound windshield, the cab was given new
doors, a redesigned dashboard, and an optional panoramic rear window. In line with Ford cars,
the F-Series offered seat belts as an option. Introduced in , the third generation F-series was a
significant modernization and redesign. Front fenders became integrated into the body, and the
new Styleside bed continued the smooth lines to the rear of the pickup. The cab-over F-Series
was discontinued, having been replaced by the tilt-cab C-Series. Ford introduced a dramatically
new style of pickup in with the fourth generation F-Series. Longer and lower than its
predecessors, these trucks had increased dimensions and new engine and gearbox choices.
Additionally, the â€” models offered an optional unibody design with the cab and bed
integrated. The unibody proved unpopular, and Ford discontinued the option after the model
year. In , the F-Series was given a significant mid-cycle redesign. Additionally, the Ranger name
made its first appearance in on a Ford pickup; previously the Ranger denoted a base model of
the Edsel but starting in , it would be used to denote a high-level styling package for F-Series
pickups. Introduced in , the fifth generation F-series pickup was built on the same platform as
the revision of the fourth generation. Dimensions and greenhouse glass were increased, engine
options expanded, and plusher trim levels became available during the fifth generation's
production run. The sixth generation F-series was introduced in This version of the F-series
continued to be built on the fourth generation's revised platform, but with significant
modernization and refinements, including front disc brakes, increased cabin dimensions, full
double wall bed construction and increased use of galvanized steel. In , the F was introduced in
between the F and the F in order to avoid certain emission control restrictions. For , square
headlights replaced the previous models' round ones on higher trim package models, such as
Lariat and Ranger, and in became standard equipment. Also for , the Ford Bronco was
redesigned into a variant of the F-series pickup. The seventh-generation F-Series was
introduced for , marking the first ground-up redesign of the model line since Alongside an
all-new chassis, the pickup trucks received a completely new body. While distinguished by
straighter body lines, the aerodynamics of the exterior were optimized to improve fuel economy.
Sharing their cab structure with F-Series pickup trucks, medium-duty trucks F through F
underwent their first redesign since The powertrain line of this generation underwent multiple
revisions through its production. At its launch, the engine line was largely carried over from
While the 7. For , a 3. For , to improve the fuel efficiency of the model line, the M-Series engines
the 5. In response to low demand and poor performance, the 4. For the F and F, a 6. For , a "H.
The 5. The 4. In line with the previous generation, the SuperCab and 4-door crew cab made their
return in and , respectively. For the first time, a dual rear-wheel version of the F was offered as a
pickup truck. For , Ford revised the badging of the model line, replacing the "FORD" hood
lettering with the Ford Blue Oval grille emblem, a design that remains in use on all F-Series
trucks today except the Raptor. The same year, the Ranger trims was dropped; the name shifted
to the Ford Ranger compact pickup replacing the Ford Courier. After 30 years as the smallest
F-Series truck, the F was dropped after , eliminating model overlap with the F and payload
overlap with the Ranger. This generation would be the final version of the F-Series to offer a
3-speed column-shifted manual transmission; it is also the second-to-last vehicle sold in the
United States with this configuration. The eighth-generation F-Series was introduced for as a
major revision of the â€” generation. While the cab was carried over, many body panels were
revised, including a completely new front fascia; the interior also underwent a redesign. The
long-running Flareside bed design was retired, with all examples produced with Styleside beds.
Following the transition of the 5. The same year, the 6. Following the discontinuation of the
3-speed manual, a 5-speed manual became standard equipment a 4-speed remained a

special-order option until For , an E4OD 4-speed automatic overdrive version of the C6
heavy-duty 3-speed was introduced. The ninth-generation F-Series was introduced for as the
second redesign of the F-Series architecture. Adapting design elements from the newly
introduced Explorer and redesigned E-Series and Ranger, the F-Series received a slightly lower
hoodline, rounding the front fenders, bumper, and grille. Coinciding with a redesign of the
interior, the F-Series received a driver-side airbag. After a six-year hiatus, the FlareSide bed
made its return, becoming a sub-model of the F To appeal to younger buyers, the bodywork of
the FlareSide bed was modernized, adapting the fenders of a dual rear-wheel F to a single
rear-wheel chassis. To commemorate the 75th anniversary of the first Ford factory-produced
truck the Ford Model TT , Ford offered a 75th anniversary package on its F-series, consisting of
a stripe package, an argent colored step bumper, and special 75th anniversary logos. For a
turbocharger became available on the 7. In the middle of the model year referred to as " While
sharing its predecessor's displacement, the engine was an entirely new design. For the model
year, the ninth generation was gradually phased out of production; the F was replaced by the
tenth-generation F-Series see below , with the F rebranded as the F Heavy Duty and F remaining
in production. For the model year, Ford made a substantial change to the F-Series range of
trucks, splitting its pickup line into two vehicle families. From the s to the s, pickup trucks had
transitioned in usage. Alongside vehicles designed exclusively for work use, the market
segment saw a major increase in demand for dual-purpose vehicles for both work and personal
use, effectively serving as a second car. To further expand its growing market share, Ford
sought to develop vehicles for both types of buyers, repackaging the F in a more contemporary
design as a larger version of the Ranger while retaining the heavier-duty F and F for customers
interested in a work-use vehicle. The tenth-generation F-Series was introduced in January as a
model. The model line was marketed alongside its predecessor, pared down to the FHD and F;
for , these were replaced by the Super Duty trucks. In the most extensive redesign of the
F-Series in 17 years, [ according to whom? Sharing only the transmissions with its predecessor,
the F received a range of engines new to the F-Series, including a 4. Distinguished by its
rounded exterior, the tenth generation was again offered in standard-cab and extended-cab
SuperCab configurations. To improve rear-seat access, a rear-hinged third door curbside was
introduced for the SuperCab; following its popularity, the SuperCab received a fourth door for
The SVT Lightning made its return for , powered by a supercharged version of the 5. Sharing the
front bodywork of the Lincoln Navigator SUV and the same cab and chassis as the F
SuperCrew, the Blackwood was designed with a model-exclusive bed and was sold only in
black. Due to very poor sales, the model line was discontinued after While remaining part of the
F-Series, the Super Duty trucks were designed with a different chassis, powertrain, and body
design, as they are developed for heavier-duty work use. For the model year, the F was
redesigned on an all-new platform. The new platform starts off with a fully boxed in frame and
introduced rear shocks to mount outside of the frame for decreased wheel hop and improved
ride quality. This new body style kept the fully independent front suspension introduced in the
last generation but added vacuum driven front wheel hubs for the 4 wheel drive versions. The
previous generation had full time connected front axles. The improvement saves fuel and by
default goes into a wheel locked position. Should a failure occur in the vacuum solenoid,
system, or hoses the wheel hub defaults to a 4wd position to keep from leaving a driver
stranded. Internally, a 3-valve version of the 5. Externally, the eleventh-generation model was
different from its predecessor, with sharper-edged styling; a major change was the adoption of
the stepped driver's window from the Super Duty trucks. Regardless of cab type, all Fs were
given four doors, with the rear doors on the regular cab providing access to behind-the-seat
storage. Ford also introduced additional variants of the F The FX4 Off-Road package available
since the model year became its own trim level. In late for the model year, the Super Duty trucks
were given an all-new platform. While using the same bed and cabin as before, these are
distinguished from their predecessors by an all-new interior and a much larger grille and head
lamps. Previously available only as a chassis-cab model, the F now was available as a pickup
directly from Ford. The twelfth generation F was introduced for the model year as an update of
the Ford full-size truck platform. Similar to its predecessor, these trucks are distinguished by
their Super Duty-style grilles and head lamps; standard cab models again have two-doors
instead of four. A new model for included the SVT Raptor, a dedicated off-road pickup. In Ford
shifted its electronics from a GEM General electric module based to the computerized and
programmable BCM Body Control Module , allowing for fewer parts differences and
programmable upgrade options from the dealer or factory. In Ford reintroduced the 5. As part of
a major focus on fuel economy, the entire engine lineup for the F was updated for the model
year. Along with the new V8 engine, the F gained a new 3. An automatic transmission is the only
option. A recent study conducted by iSeeCars. The thirteenth-generation Ford F-Series was

introduced for the model year. Largely previewed by the Ford Atlas concept vehicle at the
Detroit Auto Show, the new design marked several extensive changes to the F-Series design. In
the interest of fuel economy, Ford designers reduced curb weight of the F by nearly pounds,
without physically altering its exterior footprint. To allow for such a massive weight reduction,
nearly every body panel was switched from steel to aluminum with the exception of the firewall ;
the frame itself remains high-strength steel. The F was the first pickup truck with adaptive
cruise control , which uses radar sensors on the front of the vehicle to maintain a set following
distance between it and the vehicle ahead of it, decreasing speed if necessary. The 3. While the
6. For , the F shifted from the long-running 3-bar design used on Ford trucks to the 2-bar design
that debuted on the Super Duty model line. The powertrain underwent several revisions, as the
3. The fourteenth-generation Ford F-Series was introduced for the model year through a live
presentation streamed over the Internet on June 25, The powertrain line is largely carried over
from the previous generation, with a 3. Along with exterior design changes to enhance
aerodynamics, many changes were made to the interior, adding fold-flat front seats and larger
touchscreens including a digital instrument panel ; [23] as an option, Active Drive Assist will be
offered as a driver-assistance system. A new F Raptor was announced in January , and features
a 3. Throughout its production, variants of the Ford F-Series has been produced to attract
buyers. While these variants primarily consist of trim packages, others are high-performance
versions while other variants were designed with various means of improving functionality. For
into part of the model year, the Ford F-Series was offered with a third body configuration,
integrating the Styleside bed with the cab. With the pickup bed stampings welded directly to the
cab before both assemblies were mounted to the frame, the design simplified the assembly and
paint process the configuration was similar to that of the Ford Ranchero. Following a poor
market reception, the unibody pickup bed design was withdrawn during the model year. From to
, Ford offered several Special option packages for the F-Series, typically designed for owners
with specific uses for their vehicles. For , the Camper Special option package was introduced;
designed for owners of slide-in truck campers , the option package featured pre-wiring for the
camper, heavy-duty transmission and engine cooling, and a larger alternator. For , Ford
introduced the Contractor's Special , and Farm and Ranch Special , which featured toolboxes
and heavier-duty suspension. The Explorer Special was introduced as a lower-priced variant of
the Ranger trim. The "Trailer Special" was offered as well with trailer brake, heavy-duty radiator,
transmission cooler, and tow hitch. In , the Special option packages were withdrawn as part of
the F-Series redesign, while a number of features continued as stand-alone options; the
Explorer continued as a variant of the Ranger trim through the model year. Sold from to on the
Ford F XLT Lariat, the Nite special edition was an monochromatic option package, featuring
black paint and trim with a multicolor accent stripe. For , it was exclusive to the regular-cab F;
for , it was available on all bodystyles of the F and introduced on the Ford Bronco. The Nite
edition was available with two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive with either the 5. For , Ford
introduced the Eddie Bauer trim level for the F Intended as a competitor for the Chevrolet SS ,
the SVT Lightning was derived from the F; to improve its handling, extensive modifications were
made to the front and rear suspension and frame. While slower in acceleration than the GMC
Syclone , the Lightning retained nearly all of the towing and payload capacity of a standard Ford
F After a three-year hiatus, Ford released a second generation of the SVT Lightning for the
model year. In line with its â€” predecessor, the second-generation Lightning was based on the
F with a number of suspension modifications; in a design change, all examples were produced
with a FlareSide bed. In place of a model-specific engine, the second-generation was powered
by a supercharged version of the 5. For the redesign of the Ford F, the SVT Lightning was not
included, leaving as the final year for the model line. From to , the Harley-Davidson Edition was
an option package available on the F Primarily an appearance package featuring
monochromatic black trim, from to , the edition included a slightly detuned version of the
supercharged 5. After , the option package adopted many of the options featured from the
Platinum trim level, featuring leather seating produced from materials reserved for
Harley-Davidson biker jackets. For , the Harley-Davidson Edition was replaced by the Limited
trim level, retaining a monochromatic exterior appearance shifting past motorcycle-themed trim.
While a road-legal vehicle, many design modifications of the Raptor were made to improve its
off-road capability, with the vehicle featuring a model-exclusive suspension with long-travel
springs and shocks. The Raptor shares only its cab with a standard F; to accommodate its
larger tires, the Raptor is fitted with wider front fenders, hood, and pickup bed. A six-speed
automatic is the sole transmission paired with both engines. After a two-year hiatus, the
second-generation Ford Raptor the SVT prefix was removed was introduced for the model year.
Derived from the thirteenth-generation F-Series , the Ford Raptor shifted to an aluminum body.
Again produced as a high-performance off-road vehicle, the Raptor is produced in SuperCab

and SuperCrew configurations, with long-travel suspension specific to the vehicle. As a design
theme, the second-generation Raptor does not carry a Ford Blue Oval grille badge, instead
spelling out "Ford" across the grille. To improve fuel economy and reduce weight, the 6. For ,
Ford made upgrades to enhance the off-road capability of the Raptor series truck line. The new
shocks auto adjust the suspension's compression dampening based on the terrain via a live
sensor electrically controlled solenoid valves. This new Terrain Management System works with
sensors in the body to adjust as the truck is driving. The new Trail control for also adds
adaptive cruise control for off-road use. Ford also added an optional Blue Accent Package with
Recaro front racing seats for the model year. In , Ford's marketing department leveraged a
partnership with the ,acre King Ranch in south Texas, which is the largest ranch in both Texas
and the United States and which operates a large fleet of Ford trucks. The truck was
emblazoned with the King Ranch's Running W brand and upholstered in saddle leather. It was
the industry's first full-size lightweight pickup truck with a full rear passenger compartment and
4 full-size doors, becoming the SuperCrew cab. Along with the Limited and Platinum, the King
Ranch continues to comprise the luxury end of the F spectrum. Introduced for , Platinum is a
luxury-oriented trim of the Ford F Effectively replacing the Lincoln Mark LT in the United States
and Canada [32] though its production continued through in Mexico , the Platinum adopted
many of the luxury features and content from the Mark LT with more subdued exterior styling
the Platinum was fitted with an eggcrate grille similar to early models of the Ford Expedition.
Until , the Platinum trim was an add-on package to a Super Duty that was ordered as a Lariat.
For the model year, Ford introduced the Tremor model of the F The Tremor was released as a
high-performance sport truck for street truck enthusiasts. The interior uses a console-mounted
shifter, custom bucket seats and a flow-through center console not found in any other F The
Tremor is available in both 4x2 and 4x4. Both options feature an electronic locking rear
differential and customized suspension. There were 2, Tremors built. In June , Ford announced
the unnamed fully-electric F was to begin production within two years of the introduction of the
F; i. For most of its production, the F-Series was sold in a medium-duty conventional truck
configuration alongside the traditional pickup trucks. Prior to the introduction of the Ford
C-Series tilt-cab, the medium-duty range was offered as both a conventional and in a COE
cabover configuration. Following the introduction of the fifth-generation F-Series in , the
medium-duty trucks were designed separately from the pickup truck range. Although remaining
part of the F-Series range, the medium-duty trucks shared only the cab and interior with the
F-Series pickup trucks. Since , the cab design has changed only in and in The medium-duty
F-Series served as the donor platform for the B-Series cowled bus chassis produced from to
Produced primarily for school bus bodies, the B-Series was discontinued as part of the sale of
the Ford heavy-truck line to Freightliner in Above its medium-duty truck ranges, the Ford
F-Series was used as a heavy-truck chassis during its early production. In , Ford debuted its
"Big Job" line, denoting the F-8 conventional. Although based on an all-new chassis and
separate bodywork, the cab was sourced from the F-Series. In , Ford introduced the L-Series
"Louisville" line of conventional trucks, moving all heavy truck development away from the
F-Series. For , the panel van was discontinued, largely replaced by the Econoline compact van.
While no longer produced for retail sale, the E-Series still shares its engines and transmission
with the Ford Super Duty trucks. Both are available in LHD only. There is a strong grey market
presence of Ford F-Series trucks around the world, most notably in Europe, China, South Korea,
and Australia, and usually driven by wealthy car enthusiasts, as the higher end trim models are
the most sought-after versions. F single, super cab and crew cab are available with short and
long bed. The F Raptor is available, too. In Australia, Ford F-series trucks are imported and
converted to right-hand drive by several Australian importers, mostly by the Harrison Motoring
Group, which as become the largest importer of F-Series vehicles in the Southern Hemisphere.
The addition of the 3. The truck won the San Felipe eight times between and Ford also won the
Manufacturers' Championship in and In , Ford announced its entrance into the Baja class-eight
race for moderately modified, full-size pickups. However, the pickup was unable to finish due to
a catch-up crash with another car in the middle of the road during stage seven. Mead crossed
the finish line in Buenos Aires and won the "super production" class, the first North American
class win in Dakar history. Campillay was unable to finish the 12th stage after losing time due to
mechanical failure during the 11th stage, which led to his disqualification for failing to reach the
race camp by the designated deadline. The Ford F is commonly used as a police truck. Other
common police uses include equipping the truck with cages for animal control or using them to
transport mounted units or police boats. The Ford F has won numerous awards; in alone, it
received: [43]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Series of full size pick-up trucks
manufactured by Ford. This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by
verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original
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produced by the developing auto manufacturer was labeled the Model A. Henry Ford would
work his way through a series of letter designations for his automotive creations before settling
on the successful formula that would become the Model T. In an unusual business move, Ford
halted production of the Model T in May of , shutting down the entire production operation for 6
months to allow for retooling and final development of the new Model A Ford. Unbeknownst to
his father, Edsel had been secretly working on the development of a new car and would
ultimately play a significant role in the design of what would become the Ford Model A. Henry
Ford's goal to create a "universal car" was not limited to the car's design. Ford's
implementation of assembly line manufacturing in would drastically reduce build time, as well
as production costs. Unlike its predecessor, the Model T, which was the result of an evolving
process of design, the Model A was designed, complete, from the ground up. Other significant
improvements were an electric starter, water pump, speedometer and gas gauge, and the
introduction of Triplex safety glass. The styling of the Ford Model A, elegant and integrated
compared to the Model T, brought Ford into the modern era with a vehicle that looked more like
a car and less like a horseless carriage. In an effort to meet demand, Ford steadily boosted
production, peaking at around 9, cars per day by June of During its four-year production run,
the Model A Ford would be offered in a wide variety of car and truck body styles. The Standard
Fordor 2 window was also introduced. Options for truck bodies remained the same from the
previous year. For , the Leatherback and Steelback Fordors, as well as the Special and Business
Coupes, would be dropped from the lineup. The Standard Fordor 2 window and Town Car were
no longer offered. For truck bodies, a Deluxe Pickup and a wide bed Pickup box were
introduced. Like the rest of the nation, the Ford Motor Company would endure the effects of the
economic Depression that began with the stock market crash in October of Despite reducing
prices for , Ford continued to see a steady decline of new car sales. Perhaps learning from his
mistake of sticking with the Model T long after the public regarded it as outdated, Henry Ford
had been actively working on a new design for While MAC's makes every effort to ensure
accurate content, occasionally errors may occur. If it is all steel, it is a A. If it has wood parts, it
is a 60C. The solution was to seal the edges with a sealant. Size: , 4. Station Wagon: 5" x 21" or
19", pressure 40 lbs. Firestone 19" or 21". Goodrich 19" or 21". Lester 19" or 21". This change
was made in December of See page Service Bulletins. The Ford box used a 9 roller bearing,
while the Gemmer box used a 13 roller bearing. Gear Ratio: 3. Pinion Bearing Cup: Double taper
roller type B Ring Gear: 8. ID of Wheel Hub: 3. Compression in individual cylinders: 80, 85, 83,
82 PSI. Compression in individual cylinders: 77, 79, 82, 79 PSI. Weight with Rings Installed 1 lb.
Piston Skirt. Variation in Piston Compression Height. Ring Taper:. Ring End Gap: Top. Pin Side
Clearance:. Lift of Cam:. End Play Spring Tension: Approximately 35 pounds. Camshaft
Material: Special Ford carbon manganese steel. Gear Tolerances in Regular Spacing of Teeth: 0.
Diameter: 1. Weight: 63 lbs. Model B 52 to 55 lbs. Pilot bearing hole is concentric with
crankshaft flange shoulder within. Clutch mounting shoulder diameter must be concentric with
crankshaft flange diameter within. Flywheels provide momentum to keep the crankshaft
spinning. Clearance, Intake Valves in Guides. Valve Guides. Valve Spring 1. Valve Lifter AA used
with A camshaft , length 2. Oil Pump Capacity: 9 pints, minimum at rpm. Housing Cover to Face
of Gears Clearance:. Drive Gear to Camshaft Gear Clearance:. Bearings: Main shaft front ball ;
Main shaft rear ball Case Front Bearing Hole: 3. Case Rear Bearing Hole: 2. Usually, Zenith
carburetors are found painted black, while Tillotsons are normally unpainted aluminum color.
Fan delivers about cfm at 1, rpm, about 24 mph. Steel Thickness:. Normal Charging Rate: 12
amps armature rpm 25mph. Armature: 14 coils with 6 turns of 17 copper wire. Field Current
Draw: 6. Soon Ford replaced them with the more familiar generator that is shown below. Photo
Captions: 1. Cut-Out 2. Cover band 3. Pulley 4. Rear End Plate. Capacity 80 amp hours, starting

capacity 98 amps. Type of Drive: Bendix except early Rotation: Counterclockwise viewed from
commutator or bushing end. All Other Wiring: except high tension circuit 16 gauge. Ignition
Circuit:. Set point gap at. The rubbing block on the points will wear down. After this point, wear
might only be. Therefore, be sure to reset the point opening to. Spark Plug Gap:. Instrument
Panel: 3 candle power, single contact, B Commercial Dome: 21 candle power, single contact, B
More Info. Bottom of Block to Camshaft Centerline: 2. Top of Block to Camshaft Bore
Centerline: 8. Distributor Drive Gear Bore:. Cylinder Bore Perpendicular to the Top of the Block:.
From the start of production, the Model A was equipped with windshield wipers. Laboratories,
Inc. Model A. Clicking on a topic will jump you to that section. Model A Identification. Back to
Top. Deluxe Tudor Sedan. Leatherback Fordor Brown. Leatherback Fordor Black. Cabriolet
Slant Window. Town Sedan Murray. Town Sedan Briggs. Standard Fordor Slant Window. Town
Sedan Slant Window. Standard Fordor Murray. Standard Fordor Briggs. Standard Fordor 2
Windows. Deluxe Fordor 2 Windows. Deluxe Delivery Standard. Deluxe Delivery Drop Floor. Tire
Specifications Size: , 4. Tire Tread Images Firestone 19" or 21". Excelsior 19" or 21". Universal
19" or 21". Bedford 19". Cylinder Head Specifications Head: 4. Compression in individual
cylinders: 80, 85, 83, 82 PSI Head: 4. Engine Specifications Rated Horsepower: Piston
Specifications Displacement Connecting rod is assembled with oil dippers toward camshaft.
Flywheel Specifications Weight: 63 lbs. Balance: Within 15 in. Ring Gear Shoulder Diameter:
Valve Specifications Lift. Main Jet:. Gas Tank Specifications Steel Thickness:. Condenser
Capacity:. Wiring Books. Windshield Wiper Information From the start of production, the Model
A was equipped with windshield wipers. Hood Specifications. This is the best Boat Forum on
the web, it's yours! Are you looking for good advice about sailboats and yacht equipment and
systems? Why not invest in one of my sailing yacht books? It will save you money and valuable
time. All you need to know about your sailing yacht or trawler yacht and motor yacht systems.
From marine electrical and electronics systems to plumbing and sail handling, this is the place
to find it. If you are purchasing a used boat, or have boat for sale, or plan to take a yacht
charter, all the information you will need is here at the boat forum. So where do you start? There
is a lot to know. I get asked regularly about what is the problem, and more importantly and how
to fix a problem. I am not an armchair expert, but a qualified and practising marine electrician,
engineer and a marine surveyor. I do this for a living, and also I sail and cruise my own yacht for
fun! I have built, lived aboard and cruised several yachts, as well as year old Dutch barge in
Europe and the chances are that your problems have been my own. Thousands of people input
with answers to problems. What is your boat problem? Why not choose from one of my many
books to help you fix your problems. Here are some hot topics for the boat-forum:. This is just a
fraction of the plus questions that were posted, and it is hoped that this forum and bulletin
board does the same. The Forum is also a great place to look for spare parts that are hard to
find, share your problems and experience with others, ask questions, share stories and more
about my books and related topics and a lot more. Create your own web page every time you
submit an article and include great low resolution images as well. Use the Boat Forum as your
own website. Forum Editors Forum Rules! Don't insert or use any HTML code i. Don't insert any
link codes. Same result, post will be deleted. Don't use bad language or profanity as it will not
be posted. You need to insert a couple of sentences describing you problem and add an image
if possible as it helps others. If you insert just a couple of words using SMS speak the system
will reject it. Don't Spam the site with multiple submissions. We receive dozens of posts a day
and it is quite impossible to reply to more than just a few given this is a free site and I don't
have enough time given I have a day job. Save the problem description to the text, more detail
means better answers. If you are purchasing a used boat, or have boat for sale, or plan to take a
yacht charter, all the information you will need is here at the boat forum So where do you start?
My problem is when I put my starboard motor in gear and increase the rpm it a lows the motor
to â€¦. Engine starts and runs beautifully â€¦. I have a 22 foot wellcraft that when take it out on
water the nose fills with water under cabin and then starts backing up in stowage boxes Not
sure where â€¦. Any suggestions? Replaced fuel filter, IAC etc. But same problem before I paid
all the money. Just completed maintenance on entirety of Alpha MR stern drive â€¦. Every time
we fill the fresh tank the carpet gets soaking wet right outside the bathroom. Boat is hard to
control when idling. Once get out of no wake zone and throttle up no problem. What am I doing
wrong?? Accessories go off when engine is started! Was all working fine! Now when you start
engine, xr6 , all accessories go off! Bilge, horn, live well, depth finder! Shut off the engine and
they work â€¦. Is it shorting, â€¦. I just acquired this boat. After sitting for 2 years it â€¦. I
accidentally connected positive to negative. Tried starting it 3x before I realized the issue. The
boat will â€¦. What is its function in relation â€¦. I was removing the alternator on my mercruiser
efi and had the battery switch on and listining to the radio. I touched the back of the alternator
with â€¦. Starboard engine fine, port engine won't go over rpm and then knocks like bad gas â€¦.

The â€¦. I don't know what to check, any ideas where to start? It appears there are two in-line
â€¦. All other systems on boat receiving 12 volt power. One morning engines won't start. It has
been faultless in the 3 years I have owned it. A few weeks ago I took it out and it had a good â€¦.
The motor is hard to start and once it does start it idles ok. When you try to give it more throttle
â€¦. I have 86 merc cruiser 3. I take off and hammer down and dont get very far and the a solid
alarm goes off and then it spits and spudders for a while then it will run again and do â€¦. So I
pull the cord a little then it catches. This is annoying. Any ideas of what it might be? Volvo leg..
Ive read the wires rot out and sometimes the â€¦. Can someone pint in the right direction â€¦.
When I am traving across the water at about â€¦. Glastron Merc 4. I put in a new starter and a
neutral relay that's on top of the motor, but am still â€¦. I have a Mercury outboard serial 0C with
a leaky top carburetor. My problem is that â€¦. I have a Glastron SE with a volvo penta 3. My
boat with the same engine when you turn the switch on you â€¦. I purchased this motor on my
boat. Mercruiser - why wont it stay running? I bought a mericruiser 4cyl. It then starts cutting
out â€¦. My trim motor hums but does not move the prop. It seems to be stuck in the down
position. Pontoon motor runs and goes in forward and reverse but will not go faster when
engine revs up. We have a 24' Funtoon Pontoon. It has a 25 horse Mariner motor. The boat
refuses to speed up in forward or reverse even though the motor revs up â€¦. Boat ran great
when first purchased but got hot. After changing out impeller, fuel diaphragm, and cleaning out
carbs Tonight coming back from fishing I was running 50 mph and almost back when my engine
began to lost power and it began to jerk on me. I stop and it runs â€¦. Mercruiser 5. It doesn't
appear to be charging. Pulled alternator and had it tested. It is â€¦. I suck a water â€¦. I went from
a 19 pitch to 21 pitch prop but dont think â€¦. Thank you. But I went to turn the key off and the
boat kept running. What do you think could be my problem? If I lowered it using the switch on
the engine it would â€¦. It is well maintained and has been an awesome boat. The problem
started when â€¦. I just de winterized and engine start but wheel don't turn and the water don't
come out from engine. It will start at shop but when we get it on lake it won't start. Take it back
and the guy replaces something â€¦. Engine get high Rpm in neural. Any one know whats the
problem or suggestion. Kill Switch issue? My Yamaha Ox66 OB turns over but doesn't fire off. I
can mess around with the ignition switch wire terminals and the kill switch wiring terminals â€¦.
I have replaced the keyed switch, pulled the starter â€¦. All gauges work and the tilt and trim
work. The solenoid does not click â€¦. Fuel getting to carb ok. Any ideas? It hasn't been started
in 2 years. The battery is fresh the gas and oil are new and the connection between â€¦. If you
turn key off and back on they shut off replaced both ign switchs disconected â€¦. The problem
is to get it to idle while it is in the lake It will idle all day â€¦. For the last few years now it barely
pees. A very weak stream. I have a 40 hp mercury force outboard that will hardly turn over. If I
take out the plugs she spins like mad. I have checked and cleaned all connections â€¦. Its a 3
cylinder engine. I have checked spark on the plugs and â€¦. I have had this boat only one week!
Prior to purchase, I ran the engine pup with muffs attached. All seemed ok. When I first took it
out, it would run â€¦. What is the most likely cause? When I hit the accelerator the boat starts
out fine. Once it â€¦. What is the recommended â€¦. Will only go up to RPMs at full throttle. Any
ideas how or what to do to cure â€¦. Need wiring diagram for a Lund Pro V 18ft - -where can I
find one? My electical power to my dash an other places in the boat are not working. Its dificult
to track anything as to where it goes. Can anyone send me a diagram â€¦. I have all ordered exc
ept wiring harness from moter to console. Then again but now it won't stop trying to turn over. I
disconnected the positive wire just â€¦. I have no interior lights or horn. When I push the button
to turn on the interior lights, the LED indicator â€¦. It works fine at the outboard motor, just not
at the throttle. What should be checked out â€¦. After running hard for 20 or so minutes full
throttle , all and I mean ALL electrical system shuts off, radio, radar, â€¦. With the help of
Raymarine I have determined thatit is possible that the electronics â€¦. Battery is fully charged
I'm a new boat owner as of last â€¦. Take half hour ride shut it down to have breakfast when
restart cannot get the rpm's over or it stalls out. Still â€¦. Have had this problem multiple times.
One time it will be the distributor module, one time the distributor pickup â€¦. I can not get the
nose of the boat up out of the water â€¦. No forward only reverse on 3. Launched it for the first
time went up to park my trailer came back reversed out of the dock â€¦. The flywheel was
turning, but after about 10 pulls it quit spinning while pulling the cord? Got boat back from
storage. Paid and receipt showed battery charged etc. Got home and found batteries dead.
Thought well I can charge them. I came acrossed a 50hp Yamaha and am wondering if the
throttle box, cables and such use the same mounting â€¦. Any thoughts on what the â€¦. Not
rated yet 90hp Mariner 2 stroke oil injected. The alarm goes off steady when tilted down in take
off position. When tilted up after boat planes off the â€¦. I'm just trying to charge the battery.
Starter engages after turning key several times. Have to actuate key several times to get starter
to engage. Not so bad after motor warms up but still have the problem â€¦. Modor cranks but

doesnt stay on. I have 4 batteries one for the engine and it won't click over. It beeps and cranks
up but then does not hold and just dies. Full of â€¦. Every time I let go of the handle it wants to
keep turning, usually to the left. Is there anything on the motor that â€¦. First I start out it does
fine, when go to move to another spot it shut down like I turned the key off. The motor that is on
the the star craft is a 50hp Johnson 2 stroke. And I'm trying to buy â€¦. Intermittently after a
week or so sitting, the engine appears to be locked up. Removed a spark plug and water or gas
â€¦. The interior is in rough shape and was told the engine ran but had â€¦. Squealing belts on
start up 4. The loud alarm went off but I ran it for at least 2 more minutes. I Shut â€¦. I took it out
and it fired up with about 25psi oil pressure drove about 10 minutes it wouldn't â€¦. Bow wants
to dig into water broach when decelerating. Also is very hard to balance with passengers on
board. It's my 5th boat and â€¦. There is a weird angle on the transom of the port side so I can't
just mount my trolling bracket. The only trouble is I have no idea what the front monitor panel is
suppose to include â€¦. I purchased it used a month ago, the only think i can tell â€¦. I own a Sea
Sprite and the "Throttle Only" button on the throttle lever does not seem to work - therefore the
boat will not start. It pulls hard to one side. Tried to adjust trim tab. Checked to make sure
engine was centered. Thanks, â€¦. The person that sold it to me could not get it to start I found
that he â€¦. We were out all day so Well, today motor started rev'd up real â€¦. Is tracker pro 16
ignition wire grey? It says connect grey wire to ignition wire. My question is what color is the
ignition â€¦. It's a Merc 6 cyl, hp. When the owner starts the engine green oil spits out if the
exhaust. I don't know if the engine â€¦. Coming out of the hole it is a dog. I've had a new prop
installed and the carbs adjusted, â€¦. The owner states the â€¦. It's slowly coming out from a
small hole in lower unit and also looks â€¦. Recently I had my carburettors serviced on my
YamahaC saltwater series oil injected 2 stroke. Switched out impellar, boat wont start. Not rated
yet I have and outboard fisher bass boat with a 50 horse mercury motor. I recently switched out
the impellar then I raised the lower unit back into â€¦. I want know if I took the neutral switch out
â€¦. I've left it for ages and finally got around to running it. I've got â€¦. Will start on either not
run on gas. Not rated yet mercury 30hp 30elo New fuel pump kit, new electric seloned. The
motor starts up good and idles great but after a while on the water. Out a new carb â€¦. The tilt
and trim is mounted on the center console and it works great. But due to traveling alot and after
paying a couple â€¦. I swapped coils and found that the problem is not the coil. It's always been
very good and starts immediately. It will turn over, and over and over, but â€¦. Then xmas eve
we put it â€¦. This happens â€¦. Replaced injectors and lower end pump propeller but every â€¦.
Need someone near Rochester, NY to creat custom mount for trolling motor on my Stingray Not
rated yet Need someone who can design a stainless steel mount to support a Minn Kota Terrova
80 with 60 inch shaft. With the wire harness going to the engine unplugged, the positive cable
removed from the battery and â€¦. Ok so why ask this question â€¦. Motor burned up and I have
found a Honda bfa that I would like to replace it â€¦. Have 16x I have a couple of questions, I
hope you can help. First the engine compartment only opens about a foot. Is this normal. About
4 months old. I just installed a digital hour meter wired to the ignition. My question is, if I just
have the ignition â€¦. Engine started great after the work. Boat sat for â€¦. Concern about
exhaust misting oil. Not rated yet 60 hp Evinrude with the VRO not used for oil, but mixed
manually. Hit something a few days ago taking a chunk out of the propeller. Replaced the â€¦.
Owner says original engine. Only starts when power trim puts it out of water. When put back
down, works okay! Will the steering â€¦. It has been sitting for 5 years. Cleaned out fuel system
and got it right but now â€¦. It won't turn â€¦. I have a Seadoo Challanger mercury hp M2 Jet.
Launched boat at low tide and and started motor in to â€¦. Oil 4. I realize that I should have put
in 90 W It looks like I should â€¦. Boat is in great condition but in need of a new engine since the
current one has a cracked â€¦. Not rated yet I was fishing with the trolling motor and heard
humming from the Force hp engine. When I tried to start it the battery was too low to turn it
over. Not rated yet Trying to figure out what the forward compartment is, in the floor deck. Was
told it was a live well but specs say only 1 live well for this boat. Possible â€¦. Hook up amp
meter probes to disconnected cables and shows no voltage??? What can â€¦. My mechanic
can't get into the lower end to replace it. By the looks of it, this has been an issue for other
mechanics â€¦. Rpm varies while cruising. Not rated yet My name is Randy. I have a Mercury, 50
hp, 2 cycle outboard on a pontoon. While cruising along at 3, rpm, the motor will at times not
always â€¦. In the engine compartment between the motors is a switch that is white about an
inch and a half by 3 to 4 inches long â€¦. I have a 85hp chrysler outboard that won't start. It
turns over but won't start. I'm getting spark and I changed fuel filter,I'm â€¦. I have â€¦. In the
process the drill bit I was using to enlarge the hole, came out of the drill. It fell down inside â€¦.
No idle mercruiser 5. It doesn't want to run at idle at all. If you let it warm up a lot it will allow
you to shift to drive. Engine runs OK, temp normal, oil â€¦. Motor dies when you let off the key?
Not rated yet I have a glastron gx with a 5. I have replaced â€¦. After it cranks, the squeal

continues. We have an oil injected â€¦. It's now three and a half â€¦. Motor Model? Motor is
skipping. Its not missing it just bogs down. I recntly damaged the prop and am in search of a
new one. I see some made of aluminum â€¦. The check engine light came on first and then the
"No Oil" light. I got my boat â€¦. The safety switch on the ignition broke and now I can't start the
boat. I was wondering drink if there was â€¦. I'm the third owner, the first was an engineer for
FourWiins who ordered it for his daughter. Johnson vro 3 cylinder 2 stroke has very faint spark
on middle plug on a spark tester. Has no spark on top and bottom cylinder. Disconnected â€¦.
Makes me think it's broke just about every time. Anything â€¦. Are there any changes i need to
do to this motor â€¦. Yesterday I had 4 people on â€¦. I fixed it and replaced all the burnt fuses
including the ones under â€¦. It runs great when I am accelerating and idling. When I attempt to
first shift into reverse or shift into drive it â€¦. Will I need to remove part of the flooring, or wall
coverings? When trying to plane the motor will die before it gets on plane. It shuts off like you
would â€¦. Replaced fuel lines, rebuilt carbs, ran fine for awhile then recently began racing on its
own when put in neutral. At first â€¦. I noticed earlier this season that the boat was running at
higher RPMs than usual and not reaching top speed. I have looked on internet to see if i can get
â€¦. I didn't know when i got it, that it had trim for the motor. I took it â€¦. Not rated yet Recently
purchased an old town Aquarius with a 3. When I'm "driving" it chugs and seems to want to
stall. If I put it in neutral â€¦. Just went to take it out driving with no wake then went to take off
and heard a noise and it went no where. It won't engage in gear. Does the alternator have an
effect on this system and what â€¦. I've rebuilt all 6 carbs replaced the water pump and now I
have troube plaining out and â€¦. Not rated yet I just rebuilt carbs, adjusted timeing, etc etc etc.
Put on a new motor and it looks like a tweaker was under the dash â€¦. It ran fine and all a
sudden started bogging down under load. Is it doable and if so explain best option. Im not sure
if I have a problem, but recently I had to have a drive shaft installed and during the process â€¦. I
have changed the fuel filter, checked cap and rotor, wires. It will shift and work in â€¦. Been
running great, last time out it developed a problem. Fires up idles great, when i get â€¦. Went out
Thursday for a day at the lake. Have owned a boat for 32 yrs. I did everything as usual. After â€¦.
After huge tornado like storm with pontoon in water feet of dock ended up in a twisted mangle.
Pontoon saved the rest of the dock â€¦. Any ideas - help. Can't get a sound out of it. Not rated
yet I have a donzi z20 that is driving me crazy. It runs great than barely holds idle. Seems like it
is not getting fuel. Not rated yet Sea Ray 5. Its like someone is dropping the throttle â€¦. Anyone
â€¦. My problem is that when I trim up or down the accesories â€¦. Is there a valve petcock that
needs to be turned on to provide gas â€¦. The boat was running fine while in gear then when put
in neutral â€¦. Pickup module on 89 Rinker 4. When running the boat runs good but when you
slow down to idle if it dies, its done. Any idea why this â€¦. Just did carb job on it thinking old
gas had messed it up. Still runs the same as before,it idles fine but â€¦. Electronic throttle for a
20ft Four Winns? Not rated yet Do you know if anyone makes a side mount electronic throttle
for a 20ft Four Winns? My throttle has always been sticky just above the lowest idle. First
backfires a couple times then cuts out. Then can't get it firing again. Got the sensor replaced
and ignition module â€¦. This boat used to go 48 to 52 miles an hour. But now the best I can get
is I change the fuel â€¦. I shut it down and my neighbor suggested it might â€¦. Just looking for
some help here. I have a Seadoo Challenger Jet Boat. When the boat is out of water I can rev up
to RPMs. Boat starts right â€¦. I have tried nitro and lowrance but no help with â€¦. Then when
idling it drops to hold pressure about What could it be if it's not a faulty gauge? Hooked battery
up backwards on volvo penta 7. After running and motor is hot I turn the key to off and the
motor still runs. I can still â€¦. Runs good for about five minutes then it sputters and dies. I have
changed fuel sources and fuel filter. As it dies I â€¦. Fuel problem? Not rated yet I have a 97
stratus pro v. Carbs have been rebuilt, new fuel pump,and new gas lines all â€¦. Not rated yet At
low idle hear a beeping sound what could it be. Alarm driving me to deep end Not rated yet
evenrude vro disconected, new waterpump, drained gas tank replaced water pump, from gas
tank removed a small shop rag, yes a shoprag from â€¦. Not rated yet My boat was overhauled
two years ago. It was not used last year. When I went to start it yesterday it wouldn't fire. The
battery is good and the spark â€¦. Also the speedometer isn't workng and the rpm is not
accurate. We noticed the temp gauge first The boat seems â€¦. The starboard engine has about
hours on it since the engine was completely gone â€¦. Changed the ignition switch and have the
same problem,i t won't shut off by key or kill switch. It will also start with the â€¦. Not rated yet
Went to lake with my 20' bay liner 4. The boat starts fine, runs fine as Im cruising the lake. I can
accelerate slowly to full throttle and all is good. However, â€¦. If i remove it to check will i need
to replace the gasket. I've been fixing up the boat for a couple months now and I finally was able
to â€¦. We took it out for a spin around the lake and as we were headed into the no wake the
power bogged â€¦. The motor has approximately hours and has been a great engine. I changed
the Impeller â€¦. Trouble keeping my boat motor running. Not rated yet My son has a 24ft

bayliner. It then dies. Skeeter Starfire fish and ski boat â€¦. Can a prop make that big a
difference? When I throttle back it goes back into gear. Have replaced the foot â€¦. Seems to be
getting plenty of fuel and spark. I just replaced the coils and plugs last week and it â€¦.
Automatic bilge pump quit working. It would work normally with the dashboard switch. Found a
broken wire in one of the connectors â€¦. New mercruiser 6. Only covered 17 hours and I have
found remains of the serpentine belt â€¦. Does anyone know hot to fix this â€¦. Just changed
trigger. And switch box. Anyways, when I put it on the water. It pops right up out of the water.
Then it won't â€¦. The same thing happened a couple of years â€¦. Not rated yet Ok so I just
bought a boat from a family member that hasn't taken it out in the last year. The engine is a 40
HP efi 4 stroke mercury. Model â€¦. I can't even move it to forward manually â€¦. Markham
whaler 4. Twin 35s that are just about stuffed. In other words they are stuffed. Would like to
replace them with a single â€¦. Today we took it out on the river and going at a good pace 20
mph and all of a â€¦. Beeping noise resolved!! Not rated yet I posted earlier about a beeping
noise coming from the console of our Four Winns Horizon. It turned out to be low on lubricant
in the reserve. Anyone know why this is? We put 15 gallons of gas in and it's still beeping. It
starts fine and runs fine at high speed, but once we try to idle, it dies. We are new to the boat
ownership thing â€¦. How do I install the seats in a Galaxie? Not rated yet I have taken on my
bosses unfinished project which is a 79 Galaxie, I have laid the new carpet and can't find any I
formation on how to put it back together â€¦. No power to dash on 4. Impeller shaft is threaded
and Im told they do not make a threaded impeller any longer. Won't restart after running till
cools down. Had rough time when we did not realize ethanol had â€¦. However in forward full
throttle it seems not to advance. I have replaced the gas, used sea â€¦. Recently purchased a
new boat and not familiar with inboard engine and out drive. Not rated yet Couple questions. I
recently bought a aero craft with Mercruiser Should their be water in the bottom of the engine
compartment â€¦. Won't stay running! Not rated yet We just re-apholstryed my boat and after
getting every thing back together the engine won't stay running. It will start and run in starting
position but â€¦. It didn't sound like it came from the motor, it sounded â€¦. I tried to turn key
nothing. I then pooped â€¦. Not rated yet hi have a mercury efi. Yesterday as we left the marina
the buzzer under the dash went off for probalbly a minute then it went off? What â€¦. It starts
right up and idles perfectly, but once you give it throttle its sputters â€¦. I purchased this boat
yesterday and the motor worked as it â€¦. New here. I was going across the lake today going
about 45mph. I heard a clunk. Slowed down didn't hear anything no alarms sounded fine at idle.
I go to start engine and fires up but when I release the key to run position the motor shuts â€¦.
Trim problems when loading boat. Not rated yet When loading my boat with motor trimmed up
some, the motor will drop back down when I give it some gas to help load boat. I don't know
what is going on â€¦. It works fine when boat is not under power. It also has â€¦. I need to know
where the yellow wire with green stripe connects to tilt switch or does it connect some where
else? It's a â€¦. I'm only getting 5mph on the lake. I'm being passed by row boats. What can I
look for? I've changed the spark plugs. It has â€¦. Not rated yet My OMC 5. Although I put very
few hours on it each year, it's been about 8 years since I had someone replace the â€¦. It has a 6.
Once underway ok at idle but will stall out after about 1 to 2 minutes on plane. All fuel â€¦. Also
â€¦. We were out on the water today everything was going fine, we were cruising at around when
all of a sudden â€¦. Not rated yet Will not go forward or reverse. Can rev. I know the red is hot
and black is ground. Mine has an idle speed Needle up top and a plug in the bottom. It raises
real slow and keeps dropping on it's own. I've been trying to fix it for almost a year, â€¦. The
boat idles great and you can get the rpms up on the water hose. Put the boat in â€¦. Picture in
book â€¦. Drained the fuel cell â€¦. I can probably get this boat â€¦. Last year it overheated and
melted a part. I had it fixed by boat mechanic â€¦. Also when I am using it it will be â€¦.
Everything else seem â€¦. Battery is fully charge. Why is this happening. When I squeeze the
fuel bulb to get fule to carburators the fule leaks from the fuel manifold port entrance. It has two
â€¦. Not rated yet replaced motor in my boat, took engine out, but got in a hurry didn't keep
track of how many washers were on the front motor mount. Tested it out, ran â€¦. We never have
had a boat but everytime we get on our boat 3 times so far we always â€¦. Where's my power?
Not rated yet Hi! First year with a Sea Ray Sundancer Just got it in the water, and I cannot find
the electrical panel! All I found is 2 black switches in â€¦. It has a gauge below the throttle arm
that has a dial on it and you can move to right or left. The gauge says "empty" to â€¦. Boat starts
no problem first crank when trailered in. Then do a loop get boat to operating â€¦. I have all the
bolts off plus the linckage disconnected and the lower unit still won't come off. I am trying to
get to the water â€¦. I have never had this problem before but this past weekend while fishing a
tournament i had this happen The only problem is that when it is turned on it shouldn't be going
full throttle already â€¦. The boat cruised only at mph. Two years after trying to find out why it is
so slow I was told it is â€¦. I replaced my fuel primer pump. What is the purpose of the red lever?

What is the start up sequence? It's in the raised position and won't go down. The motor seems
to work o. After we got past no wake zone, we â€¦. Her boyfriend test drove it 2 days before
purchase and everything â€¦. Before we left home. I have a very confusing problem that nobody
can help me with. She fires right up in the morning and idles great. Last year the economy unit
went up and I replaced it and all seem to be fine. Then towards the â€¦. It will only turn one way.
How do you fix this and what is wrong. Could it be the cable? Yamaha outboard hp. Motor
missing when trimmed down??? Not rated yet ,94 Johnson v4 cuts out until you trim motor up
Can't see anything wrong. I ran it for about an hour and she ran great. Later in the evening, â€¦.
It runs at idle to troll no problem at ft and below. However if I take it to ft or higher it stalls â€¦. I
changed all the plugs fuel filters and cleaned the carbs and â€¦. Was also properly winterized.
Well I took it out for the first time started up great. This happens from forward or reverse to
neutral. Replaced IAC valve and temp â€¦. It is only setting around rpm. I had to replace the dash
panel plastic dash gauge holder and that meant removing all the gauges. Put everything â€¦. I
even caulked the screw holes as I replaced the â€¦. All of a sudden the alarm came on and boat
stopped running. Started â€¦. Purchased a 14' cajun boat has 25hp mercury. Only getting 9 mph
at full throttle. It turns over and clicks but won't start. Any suggestions?? It gets on plane and is
usable but when the tanks almost empty â€¦. It was like i had no spark and was flooded. Once
â€¦. Not rated yet My optimax has an alarm as soon as i start it up. Have rebuilt carbs, replaced
plugs, replaced coil packs, replaced power pack, checked flywheel key and it is fine. When at
full throttle I get a squealing nosie from the engine, Almost like a loose belt on a car. When I
back off the â€¦. I am replacing the carpet. Can it be adjusted? I have tried to locate the source,
but the pump is located behind the â€¦. No problem finding Reverse or Neutral, but refuses to
slot into Forward, the tiller handle holds â€¦. Maybe water in fuel Not rated yet mercury hp has
no spark on plugs 1,3 and 5 after the motor stopped peeing for about 5 min. It did not stop
running or over heat all the way but â€¦. My trim switch stopped working at the same time. It's
like I have blown a fuse or breaker but I cannot find â€¦. Not rated yet Looking for help. Right
bank cylinders run at 45 degrees C left bank at 65 degrees C - left bank is the nominal degrees
F. Looking for cause of lower â€¦. I have a mariner hp engine. I can prime the bulb crank it and it
idles great an will run half throttle an even full â€¦. Go out into the lake under normal driving
conditions it starts stalling out or even die. Replaced module Plugs Fuel â€¦. So was thinking
old fuel run the bout at 8 knots for a bout 30 mins have a fish for â€¦. What engines? Not rated
yet I own a Bayliner that has been well taken care of, but like all older boats I need some small
pieces and parts. First, what engines are in it? I installed spotlights for steaming but didn't
connect to any motor wiring. Not rated yet My 27' Baja mpi ideals and starts fine but when you
give it gas backfires then I work throttle and it finally stops backfiring an run ok but then â€¦.
The tilt trim itself works fine, just the gauge not working. So today I went for my first run. Boy
was it fun! Then when I'm â€¦. I have a mercruser compleat. The Sunbird had a 2. This thing is
doing my head in. I can take it out and it runs fine all day. Get â€¦. My boat has a three valve for
main and reserve. Can I just connect the trolling â€¦. Have tested and sent to a shop and total
tests include: trigger, stator, powerpacks, switch boxes, throttle â€¦. I have an hp Evinrude, I
think it is an model. I tilt it all the way up and it started linking fuel, I Trimmed it down â€¦. I drive
to my fishing spot about 20 mins at 20mph turn it off then after â€¦. Distributor cap replaced.
The overheat buzzer went off. I immediately turned it off. Now it won't turn over at all. Please
help. It's â€¦. The boat has a 2. Here's my problem? I have a Hunter I paid and boat hasn't started
since.. Plugs â€¦. Not rated yet Mercruiser 3. I broke mine off on the boat dock and cannot see a
way to get to the sidewall to screw a new â€¦. There has to be something out there, helppppp
please. Works fine in the manual position but in auto position there is a clicking noise coming
from the switch panel â€¦. I don't â€¦. Motor will crank but not start. No spark at plugs atleast
most of the time. I shered the flywheel pin and it had a bad backfire fixed that now â€¦. How do I
fix this or where do I need to start looking to find out what â€¦. Did not use it all year due to
health problems. I had to remove the flywheel and did not mark where it was. The outer part â€¦.
After it warms up it is fine. Any help would be appreciated. Thanks jim. Will not full throttle, revs
fine in neutral. Not rated yet The boat will not full throttle. It revs up in neutral just fine, but will
only go not even half throttle. And in reverse the outboard jumps out of the â€¦. Idles good and
runs excellent for as long as you want until I turn the engine off to fish â€¦. I was wondering
what full jeweled meant. Changed new plugs,noticed â€¦. Ran fine then today tried to star
without safety beside ignition â€¦. I changed the distributor, from points to an electronic. I
bought it on line, it has the base timing, to total â€¦. Will the motor â€¦. It does not go over o rpm
on the water. If I put the ear muffs on it will go to But it seams under a load â€¦. All other â€¦. I
bought a new house and have not taken the boat out fishing for 6 weeks. Last weekend I went
out on the lake and tried â€¦. The ignition fuse blows as soon as you turn the key to start. This
only happens sporadically, maybe â€¦. I am looking at buying a new truck and was wondering

what towing capacity and tounge weight I need to tow â€¦. I have changed everything I could
think of. Not rated yet Hello , hp on When cold or still hot starts fine. When it's in between it
won't sta running stalls. Water coming into seating area behind drivers seat. Not rated yet We
recently purchased a Bayliner Capri in great condition. However, when we go boat riding, water
comes into the boat by the back seat behind â€¦. I changed the water filter- did not help. Before
that the boat had started and run great all summer. Colors of 9 wires on new switch do â€¦.
Warning horn on Mercury outboard hp motor beeps continuously. Not rated yet Hello, Been
having an on-going issue with my boat motor that nobody can seem to resolve. Motor is a
Mercury hp outboard that has keeps having â€¦. Also when you plug into the mains does it
charge your batteries? Warm up at dock runs ,starts great rpm 15 mins start bogging down
slowly then no power. Throttle back to â€¦. Not rated yet Just purchased a Cruiser Yacht. There
is an acid like odor in the cabin area. The odor goes away after the boat is aired out but returns
if â€¦. We removed the hose, got the mot running and it goes fine. When â€¦. I fired up the star
oard engine with no issues and attempt d â€¦. Outboard motor revs for no reason. Not rated yet I
have an older pontoon with a 25HP Johnson Lately the motor has started racing with no
increase in forward speed. Have to decrease throttle to â€¦. Stranded in the river. Was traveling
at 20 and heard a faint whine and then the boat slowed to a stop but the engine still rev'd at We
thought it was vapor â€¦. We replaced the engine and now have 4 cylinders that aren't firing and
have no spark. Can anyone help â€¦. I have twin 's and tried messing with the trim but definitely
not getting full power. Not rated yet Throttle is wide open, and I'm lucky to get 5. My boat was so
smooth up to 23MPH last night on my way in. I have: Changed prop had new one anyways, â€¦. I
am getting Sometimes I can let off the throttle and it will quit. I have not had any trouble lately.
The engine is in good condition. I cleaned the carborator last year. Need help with buying a.
When I increase the rpms the prop feels like it is slipping. I recently upgraded the prop to a 17
pitch, will only go 26 mph with rpm's â€¦. Is this normal? Took it out yesterday and ran for a bit
then won't start. Pulled â€¦. Thinking it was because of low â€¦. From the beginning it has not
held prime very will. Will need to prime it off and on while trolling, etc. Spun hub or bad clutch
dogs? Not rated yet I bought a used pontoon. It has a 90 HP Tracker motor. On my first visit to
the lake I found I had a problem. Every time I attempted to speed up, I would â€¦. I maintain
everything very well, â€¦. Is there anywhere to get a book that will tell me about the â€¦. When I
accelerate past about rpm, warning horn goes off which stays on until I take it out of gear. All
gauges read â€¦. It has ran great for the year I've had it but it randomly with just drop off to an
idle from full speed. It generally does â€¦. Then when I kill the engine and try to start it again it
won't start. After minutes it will start and run â€¦. Hooked Yamaha 90 back up and turned key.
After deciding I was going to go out to the big water I passed a few boats in idol not to make a
rude wake for them. When passed â€¦. Boat was running good as normal, drove alot and
anchored out a few times too. Went to start it and it didn't want to run. After a minute, it goes
away. It is my understanding that this could be a belt problem â€¦. I replaced the propeller with
the spare. I spent the rest of the day â€¦. Upon attempting to re-start the boat, it would not. It will
turn over but â€¦. The problem is that the trim up will not work, it will only trim down as well as
theres a 20 amp fuse that â€¦. I am not sure if the engine in it is the original engine, and if it is;
who â€¦. Not rated yet motor is sluggish out the hole and i am not getting full top end.. I don't
run bildg pump â€¦. The boat had been sitting for a couple â€¦. I ,Ken, get a no-oil alarm on my
evinrude 90hp. It worked great. Frist time â€¦. But out of gear i can rev them perfectly. I bought
this 72 starcraft. Motor wiring looks sound. Previous owners â€¦. It is stuck in forward. I suspect
the shift control and been told that part is no longer available. I did notice an occasional alarm
beep but thought â€¦. What caused this and what would you recommend to fix it? I cleaned fuel
tank,changed filters, new carb and cut rotten floor out and â€¦. It is powered by a hp Yamaha
V-Max.. The fuel gauge will does not register. Is a Moeller sending unit compatabale â€¦. It
thought it was just a dead battery but turns out â€¦. When running of the Port side fuel tank we
boat will slowly lose power and only run â€¦. And friend that has done this before helped me out
and forgot to put the motor in â€¦. I hit something in the river, probably a sandbar and alarm
sounded and low oil light went on. I know I need a new fuel pump but they dont make them. So
has anyone figured â€¦. Any body come up with a fix. Not rated yet I have a Stratos Mercruiser
inboard. It will crank but won't stay running. Newer motor with about 40 hours on it. This is the
first time in 3 years I took it out. Fired right up and ran â€¦. Turns over but won't fire up. Cleaned
it out but where to go from there? The switch runs the bow and stern lights. Only hours on the
Volvo engine. Ran perfectly last season. We winterized it, stored it inside, then refueled this
spring. Not rated yet Not long ago, I hit a large wake and all of a sudden my Johnson 40 hp
came down from high rpms and will only go back up now and then. Each cylinder has â€¦. The
boat is equipped with the Volvo Penta Joy stick. At the â€¦. I can seem to get full power at full
throttle. Only will go up to rpms under a load but when its in â€¦. While out fishing the motor

started knocking, or more like "clacking". Runs fine, â€¦. Now the motor won't turn? Looking for
answers. I've put in all new fuel lines and vent hose, electric fuel pump, new â€¦. I pulled the pin
on the shift lever and moved it in every direction I could think â€¦. The windows open for
ventilation and have twist pressure locks. End of day ,unhooked fuel line and let run till fuel ran
dry. Go to start next day and won't start. Help â€¦. Went back a week later and the motor will not
start. I am looking for advice on what and where to look for the problem. Tried restarting and it
would turn over but â€¦. Is this something that can be done without removing the motor? Took
the boat out 2 times this year. The first time the boat ran OK got up on plane and sputtered â€¦. I
have changed batteries and replaced my positive lead post connection. The switch â€¦. Start it
up, engage shifter-stalls. It stalls in forward and â€¦. Didn't want to leave radio on for awhile
without knowing for â€¦. New filters, lines, rebuilt carb, rebuilt fuel pump, New plugs. Idles fine
starts fine then dies like â€¦. I need a wiring diagram as they don't have the main switch on the
dash wired up. This one has the two small wires and is not â€¦. Where to start â€¦. It is the main
piece of upholstery that â€¦. I was told the motor froze and busted. Not sure if it was the block,
the exhaust, or what. JUst looking for some â€¦. The manual does not show the particular tach.
Motor is â€¦. Have replaced â€¦. The boat runs great. Start up first thing purrs like kitten. You
can run â€¦. I changed the carb but it still won't work. Please help â€¦. It has 2 lounge chairs in
the back, a console seat and 2 seats next to the console â€¦. I put in a new blower and it still
does not work. Also have to jiggle wires occasionally because it stalls. After driving â€¦. Runs
great for about 30 minutes. Then will just go to idle. No more. Does this sound like a fuel pump?
Losing power after planes off?? Not rated yet Hi, I am thinking about buying a used sea Doo
challenger. However the seller tells me that the boat runs fine except it loses power after it
planes off. Full â€¦. The engine runs fine after starting and taking it on a run. It's when coming
off a cruise â€¦. Why is this happening and what is the button? Took it out a few times then it
started dying on me and wouldnt start back up. Now if i â€¦. Sazuki outboard grinds when going
into reverse and won't stay in reverse. Not rated yet I just bought this pontoon and I am new to
boating. My first voyage was a little disapointing. I launched the boat ok but the motor made a
grinding â€¦. The solenoid is attached to the bottom and the two small bolts â€¦. Any â€¦. I'd like
to install a stainless steel prop but have no idea what â€¦. I have been out of the country for 23
years doing mission work in South Africa, and have lost track â€¦. It was our first time we owned
a boat with a inboard engine. As we drove â€¦. Not rated yet Ok we were changing the battery on
our boat and when my husband hooked the new one up we could here the tilt or trim running
constantly so what do we do â€¦. I am perplexed why that would happen. It has been a week
since I was on â€¦. Bravo 3. Yamaha ob turns over will not fire. Not rated yet When I turn the key
the motor turns over. If the two small dash lights come on it will start. I was able to turn key on
and off until lights came on then â€¦. What size battery should I purchase â€¦. I hooked it up to
the ear muffs and started it up for the first time this year and it idles very â€¦. It will start but will
only run as long as the starter is engaged, once the key is returned to the â€¦. Well, mine on the
boat I just bought needs to be replaced, â€¦. If I straight wire any accessory then everything
works. There is a small white thing on the back of my boat that has a hose running to it that I
would like to disconnect, so â€¦. I'm trying â€¦. The gasoline tank is a below the deck 24 gallon
tank. I have removed the gasoline from â€¦. Not rated yet i have a bayliner with a volvo penta
inboard its my first boat it looks really nice, its pretty much well kept i just replaced the interior.
Not rated yet My motor runs great and is very dependable in starting. When I sit in the water at
the boat ramp and idling for awhile or am going slow through a no wake â€¦. Not rated yet The
oil light goes off while running at open throttle and rpm's when I reduce speed the horn goes off
a couple of times and then it did this while â€¦. Power trim and tilt Will operate the cylinder up
without a load When trying to crank the engine it just clicks. I have proper volts on battery and
starter. The red fuse holder below â€¦. P Mercury outboard. Starts fine and idels fine. When I put
it in gear it moves fine at low speed. When I push the throttle forward to speed â€¦. Starting my
boat. Not rated yet I have a hp merc. I bought them new on my new Tundra 20 boat. Becouse of
health reasons I have not â€¦. I then turn the boat â€¦. If I push the button on the shift lever, the
cold start button, to give it more gas, it will â€¦. Switches on the dash for Bayliner Trophy Mo.
Alpha 1 drive stuck in the up position. Not rated yet I have a boat with 4. The problem is, the
drive unit is stuck in the up position. When trying to lower â€¦. Not rated yet RPM gauge not
working checked out the wiring all looks good power to the purple wire when the keys on gauge
needle flickers. I'm not sure what the gray â€¦. Not rated yet I have chrysler tri hull boat when
just riding the boat goes 35 it has a johnson 88 hp motor I just put on my chryler 70 hp stopped
working sso I put this â€¦. Took it out for the first time yesterday since last summer. Started fine
but once it warmed up it would â€¦. So we were out crusing around on Saturday and our motor
suddenly died. It started again OK but did the same thing under â€¦. Not rated yet Looking at a
Four Winns Horizon Can't uncover boat because of snow. Owner knows it is a 5. Not rated yet

Sylvan pontoon boat. When I turn on the key everything starts and all gauges seem to work fine
but all the while the key is on the fuel gauge alarm â€¦. I had the propeller come off and became
lost. Went out â€¦. Engine Hatch won't raise when the switch is pressed. Not rated yet I have a
Rinker which has an electric engine hatch. There is a switch box on the starboard aft which has
power switches and fuses. In the box â€¦. Thanks John. I bought it over the summer and it ran
very well, plugs had been replaced and carbs rebuilt prior to my purchase. Today on the â€¦. Not
rated yet running 2 yamAha v6 hp one motor starts one turns over but don't start what could be
wrong? New motor and engine back fires. No trouble with reverse. It was running fine. When I
loaded it in the trailer and started to lower the tilt it stopped working and now the key will â€¦.
Evenrude on 20ft. Not rated yet In high gear will not go faster than an idle. And really drinks the
gas. Rebuilt carburetors and changed the prop no help. Am I missing a master kill switch
somewhere? The kill switch on â€¦. I have tried searching for this â€¦. Launch and run to a spot,
fish for a while, and then the boat won't start. Engine turns over and over but wouldn't start.
When I tried to restart my boat it would not turn over â€¦. I took it to a shop and they rebuilt the
carb, cleaned out the jets, replaced the fuel â€¦. Marina i took it to is telling me the gas tank
needs to be cleaned â€¦. I replaced the spark plugs but still the same thing I think the coil â€¦. I
was out fishing Sunday. The alarm went off and the light that looks like a throttle handle lit up
on the gauge. I went to check on the L0drive now it won't work. Does someone â€¦. It has a very
weak crank, seems like a poor battery. But, I have new marine battery â€¦. Moving the throttle
will increase speed. The engine will run at â€¦. Got bad gas some dirt in it. Once running it will
stay running if It's full throttle , but once you let off it will â€¦. How can I get the hatch open? Not
rated yet starcraft select 17s fuel tank capacity? When I go to start it, it act like the started is
dragging. You have to turn the key a few times until the â€¦. Beeping sound started beep beep
beep. Need to find out how to refill. Internal gas tank size? Not rated yet I have a very nice
Tracker Magna It has an internal fuel tank. Does anyone know how many gallons this tank
holds? I have heard everything from 12 â€¦. Today after arriving at my favorite fishing spot the
trolling motor acted as if there was no power to it. I tried several â€¦. I dont what they are called
â€¦. When it is running no water comes out. I had a new watr pump installed and still no water
comes out. Good boat, bad boat, lots of issues, â€¦. When you turn the key to the start position
the solenoid just clicks. Not rated yet I have a hp mercury force, it has run well all summer than
when cruising at almost full throttle out of know where a sudden loss of power and â€¦. Not
rated yet my steering wheel is stuck on one side and does not turn on bayliner hp mercury
force? The problem occurred a year ago â€¦. Not rated yet Is it legual to operate a 10 foot boat
with only a trolling motor without being registered? Boat ran fine for an hour and then would
not go above at wot. It would â€¦. On a Johnson Fast Strike Matched to the boat. Very clean and
low hours. Anybody know how to trouble shoot or repair? I had it goin an it began to get close
to runnin hot so I pulled in to a cove to let it cool Down. When I bring it back to idle and start
over it will run fine. The engine is putting â€¦. I slow down and it stops, but the problem â€¦. Is
what size fuel tank came factory in this boat? Fuel tank guage is reading is full. Tank is actually
less than half full. Not rated yet Want to know if the issue is related to a blown fuse problem or
broken fuel gauge. I have a mercury hp , it start but the steering wheel isstuck frozen on one
side fully? Not rated yet I have a mercury hp , it start but the steering wheel isstuck frozen on
one side fully? The boat hasn't been started in a couple years. Any Thoughts of what â€¦. I've
noticed that the boat is very difficult to turn left - especially when you fill it up with â€¦. It's a
Suzuki df50 engine. Can hear pump no water comes out??? The flame arrestors say hp and the
valve cover gives serial number and says Is there something â€¦. Prop od prop shaft? Not rated
yet My bayliner Capri is losing power at 10 mph. Engine revs high and sounds like prop shaft is
spinning out. Any help?? The power hatch isn't working, everything else is. How do I get into it
to troubleshoot, with the rams I can't lift it manually. Not rated yet starter bearly turns engine
over when trying it a couple of times and then it turns over ok. Also get spikes in the amp. I now
have power to everything â€¦. It seems to flood out trying to restart. After waiting minutes â€¦.
Pro V oil injection. We were out on the lake a few weeks ago and we lunched out and the â€¦.
Rebuilt carb because it wasn't winterized and it didn't fix the problem. As soon as you hit any
reasonable size wave the power â€¦. We could hear clicking but the motor will not raise. We
turned the screw on the motor port â€¦. Not rated yet Thanks for reading. I have a glastron with a
5 cylinder Volvo Motor. It turns over but does not start. Took off fuel line before the carburetor
â€¦. All rights reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information
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theialabs. He has worked for several auto manufacturers, where he provided public research on
vehicle security and tools. His specialties are reverse engineering and penetration testing. Dave
Blundell accelbydave gmail. He has worked in the aftermarket engine management sphere for
the past few years, doing everything from reverse engineering to dyno tuning cars. He also
does aftermarket vehicle calibration on a freelance basis. Eric Evenchick is an embedded
systems developer with a focus on security and automotive systems. Currently, he is a vehicle
security architect for Faraday Future and a contributor to Hackaday. He does not own a car.
Chapter 1: Understanding Threat Models. Chapter 4: Diagnostics and Logging. Chapter 9:
In-Vehicle Infotainment Systems. Chapter Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communication. Working with
Threat Model Results. The Local Interconnect Network Protocol. The FlexRay Bus. Installing
Additional Kernel Modules. Keeping a Vehicle in a Diagnostic State. Automated Crash
Notification Systems. Changing the Difficulty of ICSim. Troubleshooting When Things Go
Wrong. Comparing Bytes to Identify Parameters. Building a More Advanced Test Bench.
Dissecting and Identifying a Chip. Side-Channel Analysis with the ChipWhisperer. Monitoring
Power Usage on Password Entry. Scripting the ChipWhisperer with Python. Attacking Through
the Update System. Determining the Update File Type. Infotainment Test Benches. Updating the
Certificate Revocation List. Converting Assembly to Shellcode. Eavesdropping with a Radio
Receiver. Event Triggering. Attacking Key Fobs and Immobilizers. Physical Attacks on the
Immobilizer System. Affiliations and Private Memberships. The world needs more hackers, and
the world definitely needs more car hackers. Vehicle technology is trending toward more
complexity and more connectivity. Combined, these trends will require a greater focus on
automotive security and more talented individuals to provide this focus. But what is a hacker?
The term is widely corrupted by the mainstream media, but correct use of the term hacker refers
to someone who creates, who explores, who tinkersâ€”someone who discovers by the art of
experimentation and by disassembling systems to understand how they work. In my
experience, the best security professionals and hobbyists are those who are naturally curious
about how things work. These people explore, tinker, experiment, and disassemble, sometimes
just for the joy of discovery. These people hack. A car can be a daunting hacking target. This
book will demystify the common components in cars and introduce you to readily available
tools and information to help get you started. This book also contains many themes about
openness. I look forward to reading about some of your discoveries! Thanks to the Open
Garages community for contributing time, examples, and information that helped make this
book possible. Finally, thanks to Eric Evenchick for single-handedly reviewing all of the
chapters of this book, and special thanks to No Starch Press for greatly improving the quality of
my original ramblings. Little did we know how much interest there would be in that that first
book: we had over , downloads in the first week. Hi SpeedSpan. This book aims to address
those complaints. The automotive industry has churned out some amazing vehicles, with
complicated electronics and computer systems, but it has released little information about what
makes those systems work. Unfortunately, automotive electronics systems are typically closed
off to all but the dealership mechanics. While dealerships have access to more information than
you as an individual can typically get, the auto manufacturers themselves outsource parts and
require proprietary tools to diagnose problems. Understanding how vehicles communicate can
lead to better modifications, like improved fuel consumption and use of third-party replacement
parts. Once you understand the communication system, you can seamlessly integrate other
systems into your vehicle, like an additional display to show performance or a third-party
component that integrates just as well as the factory default. Sometimes vehicles are equipped
with features that are undocumented or simply disabled. Discovering undocumented or
disabled features and utilizing them lets you use your vehicle to its fullest potential. This
situation is simply unacceptable: we drive our families and friends around in these vehicles,
and every one of us needs to know that our vehicles are as safe as can be. Helping the Auto
Industry. The auto industry can benefit from the knowledge contained in this book as well. This
book presents guidelines for identifying threats as well as modern techniques to circumvent
current protections. In addition to helping you design your security practice, this book offers
guidance to researchers in how to communicate their findings. Engineers at Toyota joke that
the only reason they put wheels on a vehicle is to keep the computer from scraping the ground.
As computer systems become more integral to vehicles, performing security reviews becomes

more important and complex. Car hacking should not be taken casually. Be very careful when
experimenting with any of the techniques in this book and keep safety as an overriding concern.
As you might imagine, neither the author nor the publisher of this book will be held accountable
for any damage to your vehicle. We begin with an overview of the policies surrounding vehicle
security and then delve in to how to check whether your vehicle is secure and how to find
vulnerabilities in more sophisticated hardware systems. If you work for the auto industry, this
will serve as a useful guide for building your own threat model systems. It also discusses how
to read wiring diagrams and simulate components of the engine to the ECU, such as
temperature sensors and the crank shaft. We also look at side channel analysis attacks, such as
differential power analysis and clock glitching, with step-by-step examples. This chapter also
discusses some open source in-vehicle infotainment systems that can be used for testing. This
chapter covers cryptography as well as the different protocol proposals from multiple countries.
We review the encryption schemes you may run into when dealing with immobilizers as well as
any known weaknesses. For the rest of us, attack surface refers to all the possible ways to
attack a target, from vulnerabilities in individual components to those that affect the entire
vehicle. You might think of the attack surface like the surface area versus the volume of an
object. Two objects can have the same volume but radically different surface areas. The greater
the surface area, the higher the exposure to risk. Be sure to consider all the ways that data can
get into a vehicle, which are all the ways that a vehicle communicates with the outside world. As
you can see, there are many ways data can enter the vehicle. If any of this data is malformed or
intentionally malicious, what happens? This is where threat modeling comes in. If you have
further questions or if this section excites you, by all means, grab another book on the subject!
When threat modeling a car, you collect information about the architecture of your target and
create a diagram to illustrate how parts of the car communicate. You then use these maps to
identify higher-risk inputs and to keep a checklist of things to audit; this will help you prioritize
entry points that could yield the most return. Threat models are typically made during the
product development and design process. If the company producing a particular product has a
good development life cycle, it creates the threat model when product development begins and
continuously updates the model as the product moves through the development life cycle.
Threat models are living documents that change as the target changes and as you learn more
about a target, so you should update your threat model often. Your threat model can consist of
different levels; if a process in your model is complicated, you should consider breaking it
down further by adding more levels to your diagrams. At this level, we use the checklist we built
when considering attack surfaces. Think about how data can enter the vehicle. Draw the vehicle
in the center, and then label the external and internal spaces. Figure illustrates a possible Level
0 diagram. The rectangular boxes are the inputs, and the circle in the center represents the
entire vehicle. On their way to the vehicle, the inputs cross two dotted lines, which represent
external and internal threats. Processes are numbered, and as you can see, this one is number
1. If you had more than one complex piece in your threat model, you would number those in
succession. For instance, you would label a second process 2. Figure Level 0 inputs. To move
on to the Level 1 diagram, pick a process to explore. The Level 1 map shown in Figure is almost
identical to that in Level 0. The only difference is that here we specify the vehicle connections
that receive the Level 0 input. Figure Level 1 map of inputs and vehicle connections. Notice in
Figure that we number each receiver. The first digit represents the process label from the Level
0 diagram in Figure , and the second digit is the number of the receiver. The dotted lines in the
Level 1 map represent divisions between trust boundaries. The inputs at the top of the diagram
are the least trusted, and the ones at the bottom are the most trusted. The more trust
boundaries that a communication channel crosses, the more risky that channel becomes. At
Level 2, we examine the communication taking place inside the vehicle. Our sample diagram
Figure focuses on a Linux-based infotainment console, receiver 1. In Figure , we group the
communications channels into boxes with dashed lines to once again represent trust
boundaries. Systems that talk directly to the kernel hold higher risk than ones that talk to
system applications because they may bypass any access control mechanisms on the
infotainment unit. Therefore, the cellular channel is higher risk than the Wi-Fi channel because it
crosses a trust boundary into kernel space; the Wi-Fi channel, on the other hand,
communicates with the WPA supplicant process in user space. Figure Level 2 map of the
infotainment console. This system is a Linux-based in-vehicle infotainment IVI system, and it
uses parts common to a Linux environment. In the kernel space, you see references to the
kernel modules udev, HSI, and Kvaser, which receive input from our threat model. The
numbering pattern for Level 2 is now X. X , and the identification system is the same as before.
At Level 0, we took the vehicle process that was 1. We then marked all processes within Level 1
as 1. Next, we selected the infotainment process marked 1. At Level 2, therefore, we labeled all

complex processes as 1. You can continue the same numbering scheme as you dive even
deeper into the processes. The numbering scheme is for documentation purposes; it allows you
to reference the exact process at the appropriate level. When building or designing an
automotive system, you should continue to drill down into as many complex processes as
possible. Bring in the development team, and start discussing the methods and libraries used
by each application so you can incorporate them into their own threat diagrams. When
exploring these connections, mark methods that have higher privileges or that handle more
sensitive information. Threat identification is often more fun to do with a group of people and a
whiteboard, but you can do it on your own as a thought exercise. When determining potential
threats at Level 0, try to stay high level. The point here is to brainstorm all the risks of each
process and input. The high-level threats at Level 0 are that an attacker could:. At first, it may be
difficult to come up with a bunch of attack scenarios. Be creative; try to come up with the most
James Bondâ€”villain attack you can think of. Maybe think of other attack scenarios and
whether they could also apply to vehicles. For example, consider ransomware, a malicious
software that can encrypt or lock you out of your computer or phone until you pay money to
someone controlling the software remotely. Could this be used on vehicles? The answer is yes.
Write ransomware down. Threat identification at Level 1 focuses more on the connections of
each piece rather than connections that might be made directly to an input. The vulnerabilities
that we posit at this level relate to vulnerabilities that affect what connects to the devices in a
vehicle. As you can see in the following lists, there are many potential ways into a vehicle. We
need to ensure that it maintains proper functionality. At Level 2, we can talk more about
identifying specific threats. As we look at exactly which application handles which connection,
we can start to perform validation based on possible threats. These lists of potential
vulnerabilities are by no means exhaustive, but they should give you an idea of how this
brainstorming session works. If you were to go to a Level 3 map of potential threats to your
vehicle, you would pick one of the processes, like HSI, and start to look at its kernel source to
identify sensitive methods and dependencies that might be vulnerable to attack. Having
documented many of our threats, we can now rate them with a risk level. Discoverabilty How
easy is it to find the vulnerability? Table lists the risk levels from 1 to 3 for each rating category.
Could subvert the security system and gain full trust, ultimately taking over the environment. Is
very difficult to reproduce, even given specific information about the vulnerability. Affects a
seldom-used part, meaning an attacker would need to be very creative to discover a malicious
use for it. Now we can apply each DREAD category from Table to an identified threat from
earlier in the chapter and score the threat from low to high 1â€”3. You can identify the overall
rating by using the values in the Total column, as shown in Table In the case of the HSI threats,
we can assign high risk to each of these threats, as shown in Table Although both risks are
marked as high, we can see that the older version of the HSI model poses a slightly higher risk
than do the injectable serial attacks, so we can make it a priority to address this risk first. We
can also see that the reason why the injectable serial communication risk is lower is that the
damage is less severe and the exploit is harder to reproduce than that of an old version of HSI.
Each group is subdivided into sub areasâ€”six for base, three for temporal, and five for
environmentalâ€”for a total of 14 scoring areas! Also, MIL-STDE is designed to be applied
throughout the life cycle of a system, including disposal, which is a nice fit with a secure
development life cycle. At this point, we have a layout of many of the potential threats to our
vehicle, and we have them ranked by risk. Now what? Table includes the countermeasure for
the HSI code execution risk, and Table includes the countermeasure for the risk of HSI
interception. Intercepts and injects commands from the cellular network. Now you have a
documented list of high-risk vulnerabilities with solutions. You can prioritize any solutions not
currently implemented based on the risk of not implementing that solution. In this chapter you
learned the importance of using threat models to identify and document your security posture,
and of getting both technical and nontechnical people to brainstorm possible scenarios. We
then drilled down into these scenarios to identify all potential risks. Using a scoring system, we
ranked and categorized each potential risk. After assessing threats in this way, we ended up
with a document that defined our current product security posture, any countermeasure
currently in place, and a task list of high-priority items that still need to be addressed. Your
vehicle may have only one of these, or if it was built earlier than , it may have none. Bus
protocols govern the transfer of packets through the network of your vehicle. Several networks
and hundreds of sensors communicate on these bus systems, sending messages that control
how the vehicle behaves and what information the network knows at any given time. Each
manufacturer decides which bus and which protocols make the most sense for its vehicle. CAN
is a simple protocol used in manufacturing and in the automobile industry. Modern vehicles are
full of little embedded systems and electronic control units ECUs that can communicate using

the CAN protocol. Differential signaling is used in environments that must be fault tolerant to
noise, such as in automotive systems and manufacturing. Figure CAN differential signaling.
Notice that when a bit is transmitted on the CAN bus, the signal will simultaneously broadcast
both 1V higher and lower. The sensors and ECUs have a transceiver that checks to ensure both
signals are triggered; if they are not, the transceiver rejects the packet as noise. The two
twisted-pair wires make up the bus and require the bus to be terminated on each end. You may
have to hunt around for it, but its outline looks similar to that in Figure Some are easy to
access, and others are tucked up under the plastic. Search and you shall find! CAN is easy to
find when hunting through cables because its resting voltage is 2. If you find a wire transmitting
at 2. Mid-speed and low-speed communications happen on other pins. There are two types of
CAN packets: standard and extended. Extended packets are like standard ones but with a larger
space to hold IDs. Arbitration ID The arbitration ID is a broadcast message that identifies the ID
of the device trying to communicate, though any one device can send multiple arbitration IDs. If
two CAN packets are sent along the bus at the same time, the one with the lower arbitration ID
wins. Data length code DLC This is the size of the data, which ranges from 0 to 8 bytes. Data
This is the data itself. The maximum size of the data carried by a standard CAN bus packet can
be up to 8 bytes, but some systems force 8 bytes by padding out the packet. Figure shows the
format of standard CAN packets. Figure Format of standard CAN packets. Extended packets are
like standard ones, except that they can be chained together to create longer IDs. Extended
packets are designed to fit inside standard CAN formatting in order to maintain backward
compatibility. Standard packets also differ from extended ones in their use of flags. Sending
lots of information over ISO-TP can easily flood the bus, so be careful when using this standard
for large transfers on an active bus. A broadcast message on this system has 0x for both the
function code and the node ID. CANopen is seen more in industrial settings than it is in
automotive ones. The low-speed bus, a single-wire CAN bus that operates at In contrast, the
high-speed bus runs at Kbps with a maximum of 16 nodes. These bus systems are older and
slower than CAN but cheaper to implement. VPW uses only pin 2. Figure PWM pins cable view.
The speed is grouped into three classes: A, B, and C. The PWM uses differential signaling on
pins 2 and 10 and is mainly used by Ford. It operates with a high voltage of 5V and at PMW has
a fixed-bit signal, so a 1 is always a high signal and a 0 is always a low signal. Other than that,
the communication protocol is identical to that of VPW. The differences are the speed, voltage,
and number of wires used to make up the bus. VPW has a high voltage of 7V and a speed of The
bit must remain either high or low for a set amount of time in order to be considered a single 1
bit or a 0 bit. Pulling the bus to a high position will put it at around 7V, while sending a low
signal will put it to ground or near-ground levels. This bus also is at a resting, or
nontransmission, stage at a near-ground level up to 3V. VPW packets use the format in Figure
Figure VPW Format. The data section is a set sizeâ€”always 11 bits followed by a 1-bit CRC
validity check. Table shows the meaning of the header bits. Table Meaning of Header Bits.
In-frame response IFR data may follow immediately after this message. Messages sent using
KWP may contain up to bytes. The KWP protocol has two variations that differ mainly in baud
initialization. The variations are:. K-Line uses pin 7 and, optionally, pin 15, as shown in Figure
UARTs use start bits and may include a parity bit and a stop bit. It was designed to complement
CAN. It has no arbitration or priority code; instead, a single master node does all the
transmission. LIN can support up to 16 slave nodes that primarily just listen to the master node.
The maximum speed of LIN is 20Kbps. LIN is a single-wire bus that operates at 12V. A LIN
message frame includes a header, which is always sent by the master, and a response section,
which may be sent by master or slave see Figure Figure LIN format. The SYNC field is used for
clock synchroniziation. The ID represents the message contentsâ€”that is, the type of data
being transmitted. The ID can contain up to 64 possibilities. ID 60 and 61 are used to carry
diagnostic information. When reading diagnostic information, the master sends with ID 60 and
the slave responds with ID All 8 bytes are used in diagnostics. The first byte is called the node
address for diagnostics NAD. The first half of the byte range that is, 1â€” is defined for
ISO-compliant diagnostics, while â€” can be specific to that device. One MOST device acts as
the timing master, which continuously feeds frames into the ring. Transmission is done through
the red light wavelength at nm using an LED. A similar protocol, MOST50, doubles the
bandwidth and increases the frame length to bits. In addition to a timing master, a MOST
network master automatically assigns addresses to devices, which allows for a kind of
plug-and-play structure. Another unique feature of MOST is that, unlike other buses, it routes
packets through separate inport and outport ports. The OSI layers are in the right column. In
MOST25, a block consists of 16 frames. A frame is bits and looks like the illustration in Figure
Figure MOST25 frame. Synchronous data contains 6 to 15 quadlets each quadlet is 4 bytes , and
asynchronous data contains 0 to 9 quadlets. A control frame is 2 bytes, but after combining a

full block, or 16 frames, you end up with 32 bytes of control data. An assembled control block is
laid out as shown in Figure Figure Assembled control block layout. FblockIDs are the core
component IDs, or function blocks. For example, an FblockID of 0x52 might be the navigation
system. InstID is the instance of the function block. There can be more than one core function,
such as having two CD changes. InstID differentiates which core to talk to. FktID is used to
query higher-level function blocks. OP Type is the type of operation to perform, get, set,
increment, decrement, and so forth. The Tel ID and Len are the type of telegram and length,
respectively. Telegram types represent a single transfer or a multipacket transfer and the length
of the telegram itself. Isochronous has three mechanisms: burst mode, constant rate, and
packet streaming. At the moment, most4linux should be considered alpha quality, but it
includes some example utilities that you may be able to build upon, namely:. The current
most4linux driver was written for 2. FlexRay is a high-speed bus that can communicate at
speeds of up to 10Mbps. FlexRay uses twisted-pair wiring but can also support a dual-channel
setup, which can increase fault tolerance and bandwidth. However, most FlexRay
implementations use only a single pair of wiring similar to CAN bus implementations. It also
supports star topology, like Ethernet, that can run longer segments. When implemented in the
star topology, a FlexRay hub is a central, active FlexRay device that talks to the other nodes.
The bus and star topologies can be combined to create a hybrid layout if desired. When creating
a FlexRay network, the manufacturer must tell the devices about the network setup. Recall that
in a CAN network each device just needs to know the baud rate and which IDs it cares about if
any. In a bus layout, only one device can talk on the bus at a time. In the case of the CAN bus,
the order of who talks first on a collision is determined by the arbitration ID. In contrast, when
FlexRay is configured to talk on a bus, it uses something called a time division multiple access
TDMA scheme to guarantee determinism: the rate is always the same deterministic , and the
system relies on the transmitters to fill in the data as the packets pass down the wire, similar to
the way cellular networks like GSM operate. FIBEX topology maps record the ECUs and how
they are connected via channels, and they can implement gateways to determine the routing
behavior between buses. FIBEX data is used during firmware compile time and allows
developers to reference the known network signals in their code; the compiler handles all the
placement and configuration. A FlexRay cycle can be viewed as a packet. The length of each
cycle is determined at design time and should consist of four parts, as shown in Figure Figure
Four parts of a FlexRay cycle. The static segment contains reserved slots for data that always
represent the same meaning. The dynamic segment slots contain data that can have different
representations. The symbol window is used by the network for signaling, and the idle segment
quiet time is used for synchronization. The smallest unit of time on FlexRay is called a
macrotick , which is typically one millisecond. All nodes are time synced, and they trigger their
macrotick data at the same time. The static section of a FlexRay cycle contains a set amount of
slots to store data, kind of like empty train cars. When an ECU needs to update a static data
unit, it fills in its defined slot or car; every ECU knows which car is defined for it. This system
works because all of the participants on a FlexRay bus are time synchronized. The dynamic
section is split up into minislots, typically one macrotick long. The dynamic section is usually
used for less important, intermittent data, such as internal air temperature. As a minislot
passes, an ECU may choose to fill the minislots with data. If all the minislots are full, the ECU
must wait for the next cycle. In Figure , the FlexRay cycles are represented as train cars.
Transmitters responsible for filling in information for static slots do so when the cycle passes,
but dynamic slots are filled in on a first-come, first-served basis. All train cars are the same size
and represent the time deterministic properties of FlexRay. Figure FlexRay train representing
cycles. FlexRay clusters work in states that are controlled by the FlexRay state manager. While
most states are obvious, some need further explanation. Specifically, online is the normal
communication state, while online-passive should only occur when there are synchronization
errors. In online-passive mode, no data is sent or received. Keyslot-only means that data can be
transmitted only in the key slots. Low-number-of-coldstarters means that the bus is still
operating in full communication mode but is relying on the sync frames only. There are
additional operational states, too, such as config, sleep, receive only, and standby. The actual
packet that FlexRay uses contains several fields and fits into the cycle in the static or dynamic
slot see Figure Figure FlexRay packet layout. The frame ID is the slot the packet should be
transmitted in when used for static slots. When the packet is destined for a dynamic slot 1â€” ,
the frame ID represents the priority of this packet. If two packets have the same signal, then the
one with the highest priority wins. Payload length is the number in words 2 bytes , and it can be
up to words in length, which means that a FlexRay packet can carry bytes of dataâ€”more than
30 times that of a CAN packet. Header CRC should be obvious, and the cycle count is used as a
communication counter that increments each time a communication cycle starts. One really

neat thing about static slots is that an ECU can read earlier static slots and output a value based
on those inputs in the same cycle. For instance, say you have a component that needs to know
the position of each wheel before it can output any needed adjustments. If the first four slots in
a static cycle contain each wheel position, the calibration ECU can read them and still have time
to fill in a later slot with any adjustments. At this time, there are no standard open source tools
for sniffing a FlexRay network. Technically, a FlexRay cluster can have up to configurations
with 74 parameters. When spoofing packets on a FlexRay network with two channels, you need
to simultaneously spoof both. This pin is often marked as optional, but the Bus Guardian can
drive this pin too high to disable a misbehaving device. Ethernet can transmit data at speeds up
to 10Gbps, using nonproprietary protocols and any chosen topology. This standard supports
quality of service QoS and traffic shaping, and it uses time-synchronized UDP packets. In order
to achieve this synchronization, the nodes follow a best master clock algorithm to determine
which node is to be the timing master. The master node will normally sync with an outside
timing source, such as GPS or worst case an on-board oscillator. The master syncs with the
other nodes by sending timed packets 10 milliseconds , the slave responds with a delay request
, and the time offset is calculated from that exchange. Typically, a connector will just be wires
like the ones you find connected to an ECU. Some exposed connectors are actually round, as
shown in Figure Figure Round Ethernet connectors. Mappings vary by manufacturer, and these
are just guidelines. Your pinout could differ depending on your make and model. For example,
Figure shows a General Motors pinout. Figure shows the plug view, not that of the cable. Figure
Typical DB9 connector plug view. A DB9 adapter can have as few as three pins connected.
Figure US-style DB9 connector, plug view. This communication is typically accomplished
through a roadside transponder, but cell phones and satellite communications work as well.
The idea is to have the system report that pollutants are entering the atmosphere without
having to wait up to two years for an emissions check. The vehicle phones home to the
manufacturer with faults and then contacts the owner to inform them of the need for repairs. As
you might imagine, this system has some obvious legal questions that still need to be
answered, including the risk of mass surveillance of private property. Some submitted request
for proposals to integrate OBD-III into vehicles claim to use transponders to store the following
information:. As of this writing, it has yet to be deployed with a transponder approach, although
phone-home systems such as OnStar are being deployed to notify the car dealer of various
security or safety issues. When working on your target vehicle, you may run into a number of
different buses and protocols. Not all bus lines are exposed via the OBD-II connector, and when
looking for a certain packet, it may be easier to locate the module and bus lines leaving a
specific module in order to reverse a particular packet. See Chapter 7 for details on how to read
wiring diagrams. When you begin using a CAN for vehicle communications, you may well find it
to be a hodgepodge of different drivers and software utilities. The ideal would be to unify the
CAN tools and their different interfaces into a common interface so we could easily share
information between tools. If you have Linux or install Linux on a virtual machine VM , you
already have this interface. Today, the term SocketCAN is used to refer to the implementation of
CAN drivers as network devices, like Ethernet cards, and to describe application access to the
CAN bus via the network socketâ€”programming interface. The can-utils package provides
several applications and tools to interact with the CAN network devices, CAN-specific
protocols, and the ability to set up a virtual CAN environment. In order to test many of the
examples in this book, install a recent version in a Linux VM on your system. The newest
versions of Ubuntu have can-utils in their standard repositories. This functionality allows the
kernel to handle CAN device drivers and to interface with existing networking hardware to
provide a common interface and user-space utilities. With traditional CAN software, the
application has its own protocol that typically talks to a character device, like a serial driver, and
then the actual hardware driver. In order to install can-utils , you must be running a Linux
distribution from or later or one running the 2. You should be able to use your package manager
to install can-utils. The next step depends on your hardware. As of this writing, the Linux
built-in CAN drivers support the following chipsets:. When you plug in a supported device,
these modules should automatically load, and you should see them when you enter the lsmod
command. Using the display message command dmesg , you should see output similar to this:.
You can verify the interface loaded properly with ifconfig and ensure a can0 interface is now
present:. Now set the CAN bus speed. The key component you need to set is the bit rate. This is
the speed of the bus. Once you bring up the can0 device, you should be able to use the tools
from can-utils on this interface. Linux uses netlink to communicate between the kernel and
user-space tools. You can access netlink with the ip link command. To see all the netlink
options, enter the following:. If you begin to see odd behavior, such as a lack of packet captures
and packet errors, the interface may have stopped. If the device is internal, run these

commands to reset it:. External CAN devices usually communicate via serial. In order to use
one of the USB-to-serial adapters, you must first initialize both the serial hardware and the baud
rate on the CAN bus:. The slcand daemon provides the interface needed to translate serial
communication to the network driver, slcan0. The following options can be passed to slcand :.
Table lists the numbers passed to -s and the corresponding baud rates. Table Numbers and
Corresponding Baud Rates. As you can see, entering -s6 prepares the device to communicate
with a Kbps CAN bus network. With these options set, you should now have an slcan0 device.
To confirm, enter the following:. Most of the information returned by ifconfig is set to generic
default values, which may be all 0s. This is normal. If we see an slcan0 device, we know that we
should be able to use our tools to communicate over serial with the CAN controller. At this
point, it may be good to see whether your physical sniffer device has additional lights. Your
CAN device must be plugged in to your computer and the vehicle in order for these lights to
function properly. Not all devices have these lights. You can set up a virtual CAN network for
testing. To do so, simply load the vcan module. By default, it listens on port It can be used to
handle some busy work when dealing with repetitive CAN messages. You can specify as many
interfaces as you like and have canbusload display a bar graph of the worst bandwidth
offenders. It can also take filters and log packets. It can also generate random packets. Some of
the more advanced and experimental commands, such as the ISO-TPâ€”based ones, require
you to install additional kernel modules, such as can-isotp , before they can be used. You can
grab the additional CAN kernel modules like this:. Once make finishes, it should create a
can-isotp. To load the newly compiled can-isotp. The can-isotp. The can. Ignore the err 0
messages. These messages indicate that you need to load the can. Once loaded, everything
should work fine. In order to write your own utilities, you first need to connect to the CAN
socket. This code snippet will bind to can0 as a raw CAN socket. A BCM service is a more
complex structure that can monitor for byte changes and the queue of cyclic CAN packet
transmissions. These lines set up the CAN family for sockaddr and then bind to the socket,
allowing you to read packets off the network:. Writing to the CAN network is just like the read
command but in reverse. Simple, eh? The SocketCAN network-layer modules implement a
procfs interface as well. Having access to information in proc can make bash scripting easier
and also provide a quick way to see what the kernel is doing. Some other useful procfs files
include the following:. You can limit the maximum length of transmitted packets in proc :. Set
this value to whatever you feel will be the maximum packet length for your application.
Socketcand includes a full protocol to control its interaction with the CAN bus. For example,
you can send the following line to socketcand to open a loopback interface:. Socketcand,
however, is a bit more robust than the BCM server. You can download a binary package for
Kayak or compile from source. Once the clone is complete, run the following:. You can attach
as many CAN devices as you want to socketcand, separated by commas. Right-click the project
and choose Newbus ; then, give your bus a name see Figure Figure Creating a name for the
CAN bus. Click the Connections tab at the right; your socketcand should show up under Auto
Discovery see Figure Figure Finding Auto Discovery under the Connections tab. Drag the
socketcand connection to the bus connection. To see the bus, you may have to expand it by
clicking the drop-down arrow next to the bus name, as shown in Figure Figure Setting up the
bus connection. Press the play button circled in Figure ; you should start to see packets from
the CAN bus. Choose Colorize from the toolbar to make it easier to see and read the changing
packets. Kayak can easily record and play back packet capture sessions, and it supports CAN
definitions stored in an open KDC format. Kayak is a great open source tool that can work on
any platform. In addition, it has a friendly GUI with advanced features that allow you to define
the CAN packets you see and view them graphically. Finally, you learned how to use
socketcand to allow remote interaction with your CAN devices and set up Kayak to work with
socketcand. The OBD-II connector is primarily used by mechanics to quickly analyze and
troubleshoot problems with a vehicle. When a vehicle experiences a fault, it saves information
related to that fault and triggers the engine warning light, also known as the malfunction
indicator lamp MIL. DTCs are stored in different places. More serious DTCs are stored in areas
that will survive a power failure. Faults are usually classified as either hard or soft. Often to
determine whether a fault is hard or soft, a mechanic clears the DTCs and drives the vehicle to
see whether the fault reappears. If it reappears, the fault is a hard fault. A soft fault could be due
to a problem such as a loose gas cap. Not all faults trigger the MIL light right away. When
storing the DTCs, the PCM snapshots all the relevant engine components in what is known as
freeze frame data, which typically includes information such as the following:. Some systems
store only one freeze frame, usually for the first DTC triggered or the highest-priority DTC, while
others record multiple ones. In an ideal world, these snapshots would happen as soon the DTC
occurs, but the freeze frames are typically recorded about five seconds after a DTC is triggered.

A DTC is a five-character alphanumeric code. The code in the first byte position represents the
basic function of the component that set the code, as shown in Table Table Diagnostic Code
Layouts. When set to 3, byte 2 is both an SAE-defined standard and a manufacturer-specific
code. Originally, 3 was used exclusively for manufacturers, but pressure is mounting to
standardize 3 to mean a standard code instead. The five characters in a DTC are represented by
just two raw bytes on the network. Table Diagnostic Code Binary Breakdown. Except for the
first two, the characters have a one-to-one relationship. Refer to Table to see how the first two
bits are assigned. You should be able to look up the meaning of any codes that follow the SAE
standard online. Here are some example ranges for common powertrain DTCs:. To learn the
meaning of a particular code, pick up a repair book in the Chilton series at your local auto shop.
Mechanics check fault codes with scan tools. Scan tools are nice to have but not necessary for
vehicle hacking. These are typically dongles that need additional software, such as a mobile
app, in order for them to function fully as scan tools. Higher-end ones should have
manufacturer-specific databases that allow you to perform much more detailed testing. DTCs
usually erase themselves once the fault no longer appears during conditions similar to when
the fault was first found. For this purpose, similar is defined as the following:. The reason for
this is simple enough: to prevent mechanics from manually turning off the MIL and clearing the
DTCs when the problem still exists. Unfortunately, although UDS was designed to make vehicle
information accessible to even the mom-and-pop mechanic, the reality is a bit different: CAN
packets are sent the same way but the contents vary for each make, model, and even year. Auto
manufacturers sell dealers licenses to the details of the packet contents. In practice, UDS just
works as a gateway to make some but not all of this vehicle information available. Diagnostic
tests like these send the system a request to perform an action, and that request generates
signals, such as other CAN packets, that are used to perform the work. For instance, a
diagnostic tool may make a request to unlock the car doors, which results in the component
sending a separate CAN signal that actually does the work of unlocking the doors. In this
listing, 7df is the OBD diagnostic code, 02 is the size of the packet, 01 is the mode show current
data; see Appendix B for a list of common modes and PIDs , and 0d is the service a vehicle
speed of 0 because the vehicle was stationary. The response adds 0x8 to the ID 7e8 ; the next
byte is the size of the response. Responses then add 0x40 to the type of request, which is 0x41
in this case. Then, the service is repeated and followed by the data for the service. ISO-TP
specifies a method to receive response data. Table lists the most common error responses. In
this response, we can see that after 0x7e8, the next byte is 0x03, which represents the size of
the response. The next byte, 0x7F, represents an error for service 0x11, the third byte. The final
byte, 0x11, represents the error returnedâ€”in this case, service not supported SNS. Run
istotpsend in one terminal, and then run isotpsniffer or isotprecv in another terminal to see the
response to your istotpsend commands. Then, in another terminal, send the request packet via
the command line:. In the case of UDS, the source is 0x7df, and the destination response is
0x7e8. The first 3 bytes make up the UDS response. Enter this VIN into Google, and you should
see detailed information about this vehicle, which was taken from an ECU pulled from a
wrecked car found in a junkyard. Table shows the information you should see. Table VIN
Information. The first byte of the data section in a diagnostic code is the mode. Shows data
streams of a given PID. Has the same PID values as 0x01, except that the data returned is from
the freeze frame state. Allows a technician to activate and deactivate the system actuators
manually. System actuators allow drive-by-wire operations and physically control different
devices. Dealership scan tools have a lot more access to vehicle internals and are an interesting
target for hackers to reverse engineer. This mode pulls DTCs that have been erased via mode 0x
One such module is a DCM module that deals specifically with discovering diagnostic services.
Set your channel to that of your SocketCAN device. Now, to discover what diagnostics your
vehicle supports, run the following:. This will send the tester-present code to every arbitration
ID. Here is an example discovery session using CaringCaribou:. Next, we probe the different
services on 0x Notice that the output lists several duplicate services for service 0x As of this
writing, CaringCaribou is in its early stages of development, and your results may vary. Restart
the scan from where it left off using the -min option, as follows:. In our example, the scan will
also stop scanning a bit later at this more common diagnostic ID:. In order to keep the vehicle in
this state, you need to continuously send a packet to let the vehicle know that a diagnostic
technician is present. The tester present packet keeps the car in a diagnostic state. One
possible workaround is to tell slcand to use canX style names instead of slcanX. The enhanced
version, 0x22, can return information not available with standard OBD tools. Use the
SecurityAccess command 0x27 to access protected information. This can be a rolling key,
meaning that the password or key changes each time, but the important thing is that the
controller responds if successful. You likely know that airplanes have black boxes that record

information about flights as well as conversations in the cockpit and over radio transmissions.
All and newer vehicles are also required to have a type of black box, known as an event data
recorder EDR , but EDRs record only a portion of the information that a black box on an airplane
would. While this data is very similar to freeze frame data, its purpose is to collect and store
information during a crash. The EDR constantly stores information, typically only about 20
seconds worth at any one time. These boxes collect data from other ECUs and sensors and
store them for recovery after a crash. Figure shows a typical EDR. Figure A typical event data
recorder. CDR kits include both proprietary hardware and software. The format of vehicle crash
data is often considered proprietary as well, and many manufacturers license the
communication protocol to tool providers that make CDRs. Obviously, this is not in the best
interest of the consumer. The SAE J standard lists recommended practices for event data
collection and defines event records by sample rate: high, low, and static. While the SAE J
states latitude and longitude recordings, many manufacturers claim not to record this
information for privacy reasons. Your research may vary. Not all manufacturers conform the to
SAE J standard. The SDM does not record any post-crash information. These coincide with
other crash recovery systems and extend the functionality by contacting the manufacturer or
third party. ACNs are specific to each manufacturer, and each system will send different
information. For example, the Veridian automated collision notification system released in
reports this information:. Captured freeze frame snapshots rarely contain information that
would help determine whether the DTC was triggered by malicious intent. This type of attack
would most likely occur during the research phase of an attack when an attacker is trying to
determine what components the randomly generated packets were affecting , not during an
active exploit. Accessing and fuzzing manufacturer-specific PIDsâ€”by flashing firmware or
using mode 0x08â€”can lead to interesting results. Unfortunately, security professionals will
need to reverse or fuzz these proprietary interfaces to determine what is exposed before work
can be done to determine whether there are vulnerabilities. If they can keep undocumented
entry points and weaknesses a secret, then their exploit will last longer without being detected.
You have learned how CAN packets can be linked together to write larger messages or to create
two-directional communications over CAN. You also learned how to read and clear any DTCs.
You looked at how to find undocumented diagnostic services and saw what types of data are
recorded about you and your driving habits. You also explored some ways in which diagnostic
services can be used by malicious parties. In order to reverse engineer the CAN bus, we first
have to be able to read the CAN packets and identify which packets control what. The rest of the
nondiagnostic packets are the ones that the car actually uses to perform actions. See Chapter 2
for common locations of the OBD connectors and their pinouts. CAN wires are typically two
wires twisted together. This can be difficult to identify because the bus is often noisy. The CAN
bus uses a ohm terminator on each end of the bus, so there should be 60 ohms between the two
twisted-pair wires you suspect are CAN. You should get a constant signal because the
differential signals should cancel each other out. If the car is turned off, the CAN bus is usually
silent, but something as simple as inserting the car key or pulling up on the door handle will
usually wake the vehicle and generate signals. First, you need to determine the type of
communication running on the bus. In order to do so, locate the bus those target components
use, and then reverse engineer the packets traveling on that bus to identify their purpose. There
are a ton of these devices on the market. However, a proprietary device specifically designed to
sniff CAN should still work. If your background is in networking, your first instinct may be to
use Wireshark to look at CAN packets. This technically works, but we will soon see why
Wireshark is not the best tool for the job. Wireshark can listen on both canX and vcanX devices,
but not on slcanX because serial-link devices are not true netlink devices and they need a
translation daemon in order for them to work. If you need to use a slcanX device with Wireshark,
try changing the name from slcanX to canX. I discuss CAN interfaces in detail Chapter 2. Figure
Wireshark on the CAN bus. Listing uses slcan0 as the sniffer device. Listing candump of traffic
streaming through a CAN bus. Devices on a CAN network are noisy, often pulsing at set
intervals or when triggered by an event, such as a door unlocking. This noise can make it futile
to stream data from a CAN network without a filter. Good CAN sniffer software will group
changes to packets in a data stream based on their arbitration ID, highlighting only the portions
of data that have changed since the last time the packet was seen. The cansniffer command line
tool groups the packets by arbitration ID and highlights the bytes that have changed since the
last time the sniffer looked at that ID. For example, Figure shows the result of running cansniffer
on the device slcan0. Figure cansniffer example output. You can add the -c flag to colorize any
changing bytes. For example, to see only IDs and as cansniffer collects packets, enter this:. The
command uses a bitmask , which does a bit-level comparison against the arbitration ID. Any
binary value of 1 used in a mask is a bit that has to be true, while a binary value of 0 is a

wildcard that can match anything. A bitmask of all 0s tells cansniffer to match any arbitration ID.
The minus sign - in front of the bitmask removes all matching bits, which is every packet. You
can also use a filter and a bitmask with cansniffer to grab a range of IDs. Using 7FF as a mask is
the same as not specifying a bitmask for an ID. For example. For those not familiar with AND
operations, each binary bit is compared, and if both are a 1 then the output is a 1. Figure Kayak
GUI interface. The can-utils suite records CAN packets using a simple ASCII format, which you
can view with a simple text editor, and most of its tools support this format for both recording
and playback. For example, you can record with candump , redirect standard output or use the
command line options to record to a file, and then use canplayer to play back recordings. Figure
Kayak recording to a logfile. Once your packet capture is complete, the logging should show in
the Log Directory drop-down menu see Figure Figure Right pane of Log files tab settings. To
play back the capture, right-click the Log Description in the right panel, and open the recording
see Figure Listing shows the logfile created by candump using the -l command line option:.
Listing candump logfile. Notice in Listing that the candump logfiles are almost identical to those
displayed by Kayak in Figure First, you may have missed the action in the recording, so try
recording and performing the action again. Try unlocking the passenger door instead while
recording. Try to replay the recording a few times to make sure the playback is working. Once
you have a recording that performs the desired action, use the method shown in Figure to filter
out the noise and locate the exact packet and bits that are used to unlock the door via the CAN
bus. The quickest way to do this is to open your sniffer and filter on the arbitration ID you
singled out. Unlock the door, and the bit or byte that changed should highlight. You should be
able to tell exactly which bit must be changed in order to unlock each door. Figure Sample
unlock reversing flow. For instance, by removing different halves of a logfile, you can identify
the one ID that triggers the door to unlock:. The specifics will vary for each vehicle. Now, what
happens when you change the 0x0F? To find out, unlock the car and this time send a 0x But
why did 0x03 control two doors and not a different third door? The answer may make more
sense when you look at the binary representation:. What about the remaining four bits? The
best way to find out what they do is to simply set them to 1 and monitor the vehicle for changes.
If not, they might control different door-like behavior, such as unlatching the trunk. For the UDS
protocol, this value is actually as follows:. This is because vehicles often compress the RPM
value using a proprietary method. Be sure to put the car in park before you do this, and even lift
the vehicle off the ground or put it on rollers first to avoid it starting suddenly and crushing you.
Ignore all the blinking warning lights, and follow the flowchart shown in Figure to find the
arbitration ID that causes the tachometer to change. Consequently, you may have to play and
record more traffic than before. Remember the value conversions mentioned earlier, and keep in
mind that more than one byte in this arbitration ID will probably control the reported speed.
Again, make sure that the car is immobilized in an open area, with the emergency brake on, and
maybe even up on blocks or rollers. Start recording and give the engine a good rev. Then, stop
recording and play back the data. Once you have the reaction you expect from the vehicle,
repeat the halving process used to find the door unlock, with some additional Kayak options.
The slider represents the number of packets captured. Use the slider to pick which packet you
start and stop with during playback. You can quickly jump to the middle or other sections of the
recording using the slider, which makes playing back half of a section very easy. Figure Kayak
playback interface. To override this noise, you need to talk even faster than the normal
communication to avoid colliding all the time. For instance, if you play your packets right after
the real packet plays, then the last seen update will be the modified one. Reducing noise on the
bus results in fewer collisions and cleaner demos. If you can send your fake packet immediately
after the real packet, you often get better results than you would by simply flooding the bus. To
send packets continuously with can-utils , you can use a while loop with cansend or cangen.
The instrument cluster simulator ICSim is one of the most useful tools to come out of Open
Garages, a group that fosters open collaboration between mechanics, performance tuners, and
security researchers see Appendix A. ICSim was designed as a safe way to familiarize yourself
with CAN reversing so that the transition to an actual vehicle is as seamless as possible. To use
ICSim, first load the instrument cluster to the vcan device like this:. In response, you should see
the ICSim instrument cluster with turn signals, a speedometer, and a picture of a car, which will
be used to show the car doors locking and unlocking see Figure Figure ICSim instrument
cluster. Figure ICSim control interface. The screen looks like a game controller; in fact, you can
plug in a USB game controller, and it should be supported by ICSim. As of this writing, you can
use sixad tools to connect a PS3 controller over Bluetooth as well. You can use the controller to
operate the ICSim in a method similar to driving a car using a gaming console, or you can
control it by pressing the corresponding keys on your keyboard see Figure Once the control
panel is loaded, you should see the speedometer idle just above 0 mph. The control application

writes only to the CAN bus and has no other way to communicate with the icsim. The only way
to control the virtual car is through the CAN. Accelerate up arrow Press this to make the
speedometer go faster. The longer you hold the key down, the faster the virtual vehicle goes.
Play around with the controls to make sure that the ICSim is responding properly. Try to identify
which packets control the vehicle, and create scripts to control ICSim without using the control
panel. Most of the changing data you see in Figure is caused by a replay file of a real CAN bus.
All methods of replay and packet sending will work with ICSim, so you can validate your
findings. Figure Screen layout for using ICSim. One of the great things about ICSim is that you
can challenge yourself by making it harder to find the target CAN traffic. ICSim supports four
difficulty levelsâ€”0 through 3, with level 1 as the default. Level 0 is a super simple CAN packet
that does the intended operation without any background noise, while level 3 randomizes all the
bytes in the packet as well. You can replay or share a specific seed value as well. If you find one
you like or if you want to race your friends to see who can decipher the packets first, launch
ICSim with a set seed value like this:. It may take you a while to locate the proper packets the
first time using ICSim, but after a few passes, you should be able to quickly identify which
packets are your targets. Depending on your vehicle, one solution to reverse engineering the
CAN bus is OpenXC, an open hardware and software standard that translates proprietary CAN
protocols into an easy-to-read format. This access could be read-only or allow you to transmit
packets. If more auto manufacturers eventually support OpenXC, it could provide third-party
tools with more raw access to a vehicle than they would have with standard UDS diagnostic
commands. Different vehicles may support different signals than the ones listed here or no
signals at all. Notice how the metadata definitions in JSON make it fairly easy for both humans
and a programming language to read and interpret. However, if you want to write an app or
embedded graphical interface to only read and react to your vehicle and you own a new Ford,
then this may be the quickest route to those goals. Hooray, open source! First, we define the
bus by creating a JSON file with a text editor. If all goes well, you should have a. By making
your own config files for OpenXC, you can bypass the restrictions set up in prereleased
firmware and support other vehicles besides Ford. Fuzzing the CAN bus can be a good way to
find undocumented diagnostic methods or functions. Fuzzing takes a random, shotgun-like
approach to reversing. When fuzzing , you send random-ish data to an input and look for
unexpected behavior, which in the case of a vehicle could be physical changes, such as IC
messages, or component crashes, such as shutdowns or reboots. Also, some CAN packets are
visible only from within a moving vehicle, which would be very dangerous. Several other open
source CAN sniffing solutions allow for easy scripting or programming with languages such as
Python. When fuzzing undocumented UDS modes, we typically look for any type of response
from an unknown mode. If you use brute-forcing tools such as CaringCaribou, however, there
are often cleaner ways of accomplishing the same thing, such as monitoring or reversing the
diagnostic tools themselves. Here are a few common problems and solutions. This can drain a
battery much faster than you might think. To restart it, jump the vehicle with a spare battery.
Look for main fuses around major electronics. The fuses that control the headlamps probably
are not the culprits. Use a process of elimination to determine the device that is causing the
issue. This is a bad, but fortunately rare, situation. Reverse engineering the CAN bus should
never result in brickingâ€”that is, breaking the vehicle so completely that it can do nothing. To
brick a vehicle, you would need to mess around with the firmware, which would put the vehicle
or component out of warranty and is done at your own risk. In this chapter, you learned how to
identify CAN wires from the jumble of wires under the dash, and how to use tools like cansniffer
and Kayak to sniff traffic and identify what the different packets were doing. You also learned
how to group CAN traffic to make changes easier to identify than they would be when using
more traditional packet-sniffing tools, such as Wireshark. You should now be able to look at
CAN traffic and identify changing packets. Once you identify these packets, you can write
programs to transmit them, create files for Kayak to define them, or create translators for
OpenXC to make it easy to use dongles to interact with your vehicle. You now have all the tools
you need to identify and control the components of your vehicle that run on CAN. A vehicle
typically has as many as a dozen or more electronic controllers, many of which are networked
to communicate with each other. These computerized devices go by many different names,
including electronic control unit or engine control unit ECU , transmission control unit TCU , or
transmission control module TCM. While these terms may have specific meanings in a formal
setting, similar terms are often used interchangeably in practice. What may be a TCU to one
manufacturer is a TCM to another, yet both electronic controllers perform the same or extremely
similar functions. Most automotive control modules have measures in place to prevent you from
altering their code and operation; these range from very strong to laughably weak. The attack
vectors for ECUs fall into three different classes:. Front door attacks Commandeering the

access mechanism of the original equipment manufacturer OEM. Backdoor attacks Applying
more traditional hardware-hacking approaches. Exploits Discovering unintentional access
mechanisms. However, OEMs are generally not very creative and seldom change their ways, so
insight into one controller likely applies to similar models from the same manufacturer. The
OBD-II standard mandates that you be able to reprogram vehicles through the OBD-II connector,
and reverse engineering the original method for programming is a guaranteed attack vector.
The SAE J standard, or simply J , was developed to promote interoperability among digital tool
vendors through the use of the J API, which outlines the recommended way for Microsoft
Windows to communicate with a vehicle. Prior to the adoption of the J standard, each software
vendor created its own proprietary hardware and drivers for communicating with a vehicle in
order to perform computerized repairs. J introduced a series of DLLs that map standard API
calls to instructions necessary to communicate with a vehicle, thereby allowing multiple
manufacturers to release software designed to work with Jcompatible hardware. J tools provide
a convenient way to observe OEM tools interacting with vehicle computers. Manufacturers often
leverage J to update computer firmware and sometimes to provide powerful diagnostic
software. When using J tools to attack vehicle systems, the basic idea is to observe, record,
analyze, and extend functionality. Of course, the first step is to obtain and configure a J
application and its corresponding interface hardware in order to perform a task you want to
observe. Once you have your setup, the next step is to observe and record communications
with the target while using the J tools to perform an action on the target, like updating a
configuration parameter. Successful analysis of this communication will give you the
knowledge you need to access vehicle systems the way the OEMs do. The J shim is a software
J interface that connects to a physical J interface and then passes along and logs all commands
that it receives. This dummy interface is a kind of man-in-the-middle attack that allows you to
record all API calls between the J application and the target. You can then examine the log of
commands to determine the actual data exchanged between the J interface and the device. To
find an open source J shim, search code. You should also be able to find precompiled binaries.
You can also use J to generate interesting traffic that you can then observe and record with a
third party sniffer. See Chapter 5 for more information on monitoring network traffic. For more
on the Keyword Protocol , see Chapter 2. Seed-key algorithms usually generate a
pseudorandom seed and expect a particular response, or key , for each seed before allowing
access. A typical valid exchange could look something like this:. You might have a bit seed and
bit key, a bit seed and bit key, or a bit seed and bit key. The algorithm that generates a key from
a given seed also varies from platform to platform. Most algorithms are a combination of simple
arithmetic operations and one or more values used as part of the computation. There are
several techniques for figuring out these algorithms in order to give you access to the ECU:.
Disassemble it and analyze the embedded code to find the code responsible for generating
seed-key pairs. The main advantage of this method over purely passive observation is that it
allows you to pick seeds for which you can reproduce the keys. Sometimes front door attacks
are too tricky; you may not have the right tools or the lock might be too hard to figure out. In
fact, using more direct-to-hardware backdoor approaches often makes more sense than trying
to reverse engineer the front door lock placed by the factory, especially when trying to
reprogram engine modules. If you can obtain a dump of the module, you can often disassemble
and analyze it to figure out how the keys to the front door work. The first step in a hardware
backdoor attack is analyzing the circuit board. When reversing a circuit board of any system,
you should start with the largest chips first. These larger processor and memory chips are likely
to be the most complex. The type of memory used varies immensely from one platform to
another; every single variety listed here has been found in the wild. Newer designs are less
likely to have parallel memories and more likely to have serial chips. Newer microcontrollers are
less likely to have any external memories at all, as their internal flash capacities have
dramatically increased. Any nonvolatile memory chip present can be removed from the circuit
board, read, and then replaced. Chapter 8 goes into much more detail on reverse engineering
the circuit board. Although arguably just another example of a backdoor approach, exploits
deserve special attention. Rather than taking apart a computer, exploits involve feeding a
system carefully crafted inputs to make it do things outside normal operation. Typically,
exploits build on a bug or problem. This bug might cause a system to crash, reboot, or perform
some undesirable behavior from the perspective of the vehicle user. Some of these bugs
present the opportunity for buffer overflow attacks, which open the door for commandeering the
vulnerable device merely by feeding it unexpected inputs. A cleverly crafted set of inputs
triggers the bug, which then makes the device execute arbitrary code provided by the attacker
instead of triggering the usual fault condition. Not all bugs can be turned into exploits,
howeverâ€”some bugs only cause problems or shut down core systems. And while bugs are

usually discovered by accident, most exploits require careful craft. Most of the time, this
knowledge needs to be gathered through research prior to writing an exploit. While it is foolish
to discount the relevance of exploits, the other methods presented here and in Chapter 8 are
much more practical paths to understanding and reprogramming automotive systems in most
cases. Hacking into an automotive control module far enough to retrieve its current firmware
and configuration is really just the beginning of the adventure. At this point, you probably have
anywhere from 4KB to 4MB of raw machine-ready code, with a mixture of various parameters
and actual code that forms the program the processor will run. Next you need to disassemble
the binary. First, you must know which chip this binary is for. There are several free
decompilers for different chips out on the Internet. Otherwise you can drop some cash and buy
IDA Pro, which supports a large variety of chips. These tools will convert the hex values in the
binary into assembler instructions. The next stage is to figure out what exactly you are looking
at. You can follow a number of breadcrumbs , or clues, for starters; these breadcrumbs are
almost guaranteed to lead you to interesting and useful material. Every engine controller has
some type of self-diagnostic system that typically monitors most critical engine functions, and
analyzing this is an excellent route to understanding firmware. A good first step in investigative
disassembly is to identify the location of these procedures. This will provide you with insight
into the memory locations involved in all of the sensors and functions that are checked for
errors. For example, knowing that code 10 refers to a failed intake air temperature sensor means
you can find the piece of code that sets error code 10 to help you identify the internal variables
associated with the air temperature sensor. For more detailed information on using diagnostics,
see Chapter 4. Being able to change the behavior of a control unit is often one of the primary
goals of reverse engineering ECU firmware, and identifying data used by a controller is an
important step in the process. Most ECUs have a set of library functions used for routine tasks
throughout the code. Each time a table is used, a function is called to fetch a result. Calls to this
type of function are among the most frequent, making them easy to spot. Usually each type of
data stored within the ECUâ€”one-dimensional array of bytes; two-dimensional array of words;
three-dimensional array of unsigned, signed, and float shorts; and so onâ€”has a unique
reference function. When called, each table lookup routine needs to be passed, at a minimum,
the table index or start address and the axis variables. Often, table lookup routines can be
reused to pass information about the structure of the table, such as how many rows and
columns are present. Calibration data is usually stored in program memory, along with the
routines accessing them. Microcontrollers typically have special instructions to access program
memory, which provide a unique signature to search for and make table lookup routines
particularly easy to spot. A secondary characteristic of these lookup routines is that they tend
to have lots of interpolation math. After identifying reference routines, searching for all calls to
them can provide a key to identifying the vast majority of data used by the controller to make
decisions. The arguments passed to these functions typically include the start address of a
table, its structure or shape, and which variables index elements of the table. One way to
identify tables is to leverage the specific physical and electrical characteristics of vehicle
sensors, which will display identifiable characteristics within ECU firmware. For example, an
ECU with a MAF sensor will have a table that translates raw readings of voltage or frequency
from the MAF into airflow into the engine, providing an internal representation. This will result in
the tables having a characteristic set of values that can be observed in the ROM. Figures and
show similarly shaped Ford and Nissan sensor curves; the similarity they illustrate extends to
multiple manufacturers. Figure Ford MAF transfer graph. Figures through show five different
views of the same data. Figure shows how the VQ curve pictured in Figure would look in a hex
editor. Figure VQ table in HxD hex editor: bytes or to bit words. Figures and show the VQ table
in analyze. A simple visualization tool, analyze. Figure VQ table in analyze. Figure First four
rows of 16xbit values. Notice how the smooth nonlinear curve in Figures and mimics the
smooth nonlinear progression of values. Figure shows the same values in a column layout, so
you can see the full gradient of the first four rows from Figure Figure to bit words per row. Data
visualization tools like hex editors or analyze. Figure shows an example of the clear visual
pattern of data in analyze. On the other hand, when you look at code like that in Figure , there is
a more random, chaotic appearance. Hopefully, these examples help connect knowledge of the
table data you expect to find with their representation within a binary blob. Learning the
capabilities of the microcontroller unit MCU used in a target system can shed light on the types
of data to expect when looking over the binary data. Generally, data representation formats are
dictated by the hardware present. Knowing the size of registers on the MCU running the show
can be a big help for identifying parameters. Most parameters tend to be the same size as or
smaller than the registers of a given MCU. The more the better! Doing a simple compare in a hex
editor will show which bytes differ between the files. Figures and compare a V8 Mustang and a

V6 Thunderbird, showing 6, differences out of , bytes. Most processors use an interrupt vector
table defined by the processor being used. Tracing interrupt pins on the processor to circuitry
within the ECU to pins you can reference in a vehicle wiring diagram can help you identify code
blocks used to service such hardware functions as fuel and spark control, crank and cam signal
processing, and idle functions. Figure File compare function of the HxD hex editor. WinOLS is a
popular commercial program for modifying bins. It combines a series of tools for calculating
and updating checksums within a ROM with a set of tools for identifying tables. Figures and
illustrate WinOLS in use. If the ROM type is known, it has many templates that automatically
identify configuration parameters. Templates and configurations can be saved, shared, and sold
to enable users to make modifications to specific files with greater ease. Code analysis can be a
long, complicated task. An ECU from with 32 kilobytes not megabytes of code will have upward
of 10, assembly instructions to sort out. Bottom line: do not underestimate how much work this
approach will take. After all, entire books have been written solely on code analysis. Knowing
what processor executed the blob of binary will help you choose an appropriate software tool to
further assist. To analyze code, you might need to find a disassembler. A quick Google search
reveals that there are lots of them out there. Some target a single architectureâ€”for example,
Dis51â€”and some are custom-written for automotive reverse engineeringâ€”for example,
Dis66k. Rebuilding binutils with all architectures enabled will open a few doors. Your budget
and supported processors will determine which disassemblers are an option. Bust out the
disassembly tools and start trying to make sense of the mess, but as I warned earlier, this might
take hundreds of hours. A divide-and-conquer mentality works bestâ€”focus on the smaller
tasks rather than the project as a whole. If you obtained the binary by backdoor methods, you
probably already took the ECU apart to identify the processor. If you cracked the J
programming routines, you might not have a clue what processor is running the show. If you
can find the patents relevant to your system, you may end up with a guided tour of the code
being disassembled. This is probably the most consistently available high-level procedural
guide to help you understand the logic in an automotive computer. Patents usually lead
production by at least one to two years, if not more. You can often infer a model of behavior
from tables available to be modified in aftermarket software. This should tell you which piece of
MCU hardware handles which function. Cross reference the interrupt tables, or look for calls to
service particular pieces of hardware in order to identify which piece s of code service that
hardware function. A plain, or old-style, disassembler will output very verbose text. Each
individual instruction is parsed. Some disassemblers will attempt to mark areas referenced as
data and void disassembling them. Other disassemblers need to be specifically told which
areas are code and which areas are data. DASMx comes with minimal instructions: to
disassemble foo. Time for a crash course in the architecture! This information tells you what to
expect when looking at the addresses in your binary blob. It also helps to search online to see
whether others are trying to do something similar. The more legwork and research you do prior
to actually invoking a disassembler, the more likely you are to get reasonable results. Figure
shows the symbol table for the ZX binary. Next to each symbol is the memory address used by
the firmware. These memory addresses can hold values such as incoming data from different
physical pins on the chip or internal information, like timing. The result is the vector table
shown in Figure , which looks sane enough: all addresses are above the 0x entry point
specified. Figure Disassembled vector table. We can disassemble the code at 0xBE6D for the
reset vector, which is also the entry point for code. This is a plausible part of the initial reset
sequence because often when booting, firmware will initialize the data region to all 0s. Figure
Reset vector disassembly. Now, for the hard part: following the code, breaking it into routines,
and trying to figure out how it works. As of this writing, IDA Pro is the most popular interactive
disassembler available. It performs the same tasks as the simple disassembler just discussed,
and more. IDA Pro also graphs code to visualize program flow. Lastly, IDA Pro supports more
embedded platforms out of the box than just about any other disassembler currently available.
Figures and are screenshots from real code analysis with IDA Pro. Thanks to Matt Wallace for
graciously posting these examples in a public forum. Next, the user determined the necessary
functions to log data from the ECU and alter its operation. The result allowed the user to use
forced inductionâ€”that is, turbochargers and superchargersâ€”with a factory computer; this
would have been impossible without ECU modification. Because hacking on the ECU often
involves processors that are smaller than those used in more powerful modern devices, such as
cell phones, the tools used for reversing the firmware differ for each target. The methods
discussed in this chapter are techniques commonly used by performance tuners to adjust how
a vehicle handles fuel efficiency. All can be used to unlock features hidden in the code of your
vehicle. The most basic test bench is the device that you want to target and a power supply.
When you give an ECU the proper amount of power, you can start performing tests on its inputs

and communications. Figure A simple ECU test bench. To make it easier to turn the device on
and off, you can add a switch to the power supply. One place to find an ECU is, of course, at the
junkyard. Be sure that the ECU you buy includes the wire bundles. One downside to buying an
ECU online is that it may be difficult to acquire parts from the same car if you need multiple
parts. Simulators can generate faults and MIL lights, and they include fault knobs for changing
common vehicle parameters, such as speed. Try to mentally break down each component to get
a better idea of which wires to focus on. Figure Example of an ECU wiring diagram. Block
diagrams are often easier to read than wiring diagrams that show all components on the same
sheet. Block diagrams usually show the wiring for only one component and offer a higher-level
overview of the main components, whereas schematics show all the circuitry details. Table
Example Connector Legend. The legend should give the connector number, its number pin
count, and the color. L-GY probably means light gray, and so on. A connector number like C
refers to connector 2, pin The connectors usually have a number on the first and last pin in the
row. When you provide powerâ€”a power supply from an old PC should sufficeâ€”and add a
CAN sniffer, you should see packets. If you have everything wired correctly, the scan tool
should be able to identify the vehicle, assuming that your test bench includes the main ECU. To
address this problem, start by adding a ohm resistor, as a CAN bus has ohm resistors at each
end of the bus. The maximum missing resistance should be ohms. A lot of components
communicate with the ECU in a simple manner, either via set digital signals or through analog
signals. Analog signals are easy to simulate with a potentiometer and you can often tie a 1
kilohm potentiometer to the engine temp and fuel lines to control them. Notice that the optional
IC has two 1 kilohm potentiometers, or variable resistors, on the lower left side, both of which
are tied to the engine temperature and fuel lines. We use these potentiometers to generate
sensor signals, as discussed in the following section. This particular test bench also includes a
small MCU that allows you to simulate sending crankshaft and camshaft signals to the ECU.
Figure More complex test bench. A more complex unit like the one in Figure makes it trivial to
determine CAN traffic: just load a sniffer, adjust the knob, and watch for the packets to change.
As I mentioned, you can use the potentiometers in this setup to simulate various vehicle
sensors, including the following:. If your goal is to generate more complex or digital signals,
use a small microcontroller, such as an Arduino, or a Raspberry Pi. In order to do this, we need
a little background on how the ECU measures speed. Hall effect sensors are often used to
sense engine speed and crankshaft position CKP and to generate digital signals. In Figure , the
Hall effect sensor uses a shutter wheel, or a wheel with gaps in it, to measure the rotation
speed. The gallium arsenate crystal changes its conductivity when exposed to a magnetic field.
As the shutter wheel spins, the crystal detects the magnet and sends a pulse when not blocked
by the wheel. By measuring the frequency of pulses, you can derive the vehicle speed. Figure
Shutter wheel diagram for Hall effect sensor. You can also use the camshaft timing sprocket to
measure speed. When you look at the camshaft timing sprocket, the magnet is on the side of
the wheel see Figure Figure Camshaft timing sprocket. Using a scope on the signal wire shows
that the Hall effect sensor produces a square wave. Typically, there are three wires on the
camshaft sensor: power, ground, and sensor. Camshaft sensors also come as optical sensors,
which work in a similar fashion except an LED is on one side and a photocell is on the other.
You can gauge full rotation timing with a missing tooth called a trigger wheel or with a timing
mark. An inductive camshaft sensor produces a sine wave and will often have a missing tooth
to detect full rotation. Figure shows the camshaft sensor repeating approximately every 2
milliseconds. The jump or a gap you see in the wave at around the millisecond mark occurs
when the missing tooth is reached. The location of that gap marks the point at which the
camshaft has completed a full rotation. Figure Camshaft sensor signals under a scope. This will
give us the exact year, make, model, and engine type of the vehicle. Table shows the results.
Table Vehicle Information. Then, we can send simulated speed data to the ECU in order to
measure effects. Using wiring diagrams to simulate real engine behavior can make it easy to
identify target signals on the CAN bus. Figure Wiring diagram showing the engine speed pin.
The wiring diagram in Figure shows how you can trace the wire from the CKP sensor so that
connector C2, pin 27 receives the engine speed from the crankshaft sensor. Having identified
this pin in the wiring diagram, we locate the corresponding wire on the ECU. We can connect
this wire to any digital IO pin on an Arduino. Pin 2 will send output to C2, pin In order to
simulate engine speed sent from the CKP sensor, we code up an Arduino sketch to send high
and low pulses with a delay interval mapped to the potentiometer position see Listing Listing
Arduino sketch designed to simulate engine speed. Now, we upload this sketch to the Arduino,
power up the test bench, and when we turn the knob on the potentiometer, the RPM dial moves
on the IC. In Figure , the second line of the cansniffer traffic shows bytes 2 and 3â€”0x0B and
0x89â€”changing as we rotate the potentiometer knob for Arbitration ID 0x the column labeled

ID. Figure cansniffer identifying RPMs. A is the first byte and B is the second byte. You can
simplify this method to taking 0xB89, which is in decimal form. When you divide this by 4, you
get While this method works and, once connected, takes only a few seconds to identify the CAN
packet responsible for RPMs, there are still some visible issues. Every so often a CAN signal
shows up that resets the values to 00 00 and stops the speedometer from moving. In two
different terminals, we can check whether there was a diagnostic code. You can also use a scan
tool. And in another terminal, send this command:. Looks like we have a DTC set. The first two
bytes make up the standard DTC 0x00 0x Fixing these may not actually fix our problem, though.
The PCM may continue to think the vehicle is running smoothly, but unless you really care
about fudging all the data, you may be able to find other ways to trick the signals you want out
of the PCM without having to be immune to triggering DTC faults. Another great alternative is
the JimStim for Megasquirt. In this chapter you learned how to build an ECU test bench as an
affordable solution to safe vehicle security testing. We went over where you can get parts for
building a test bench and how to read wiring diagrams so you know how to hook those parts
up. You also learned how to build a more advanced test bench that can simulate engine signals,
in order to trick components into thinking the vehicle is present. Building a test bench can be a
time-consuming process during your initial research, but it will pay off in the end. Not only is it
safer to do your testing on a test bench, but these units are also great for training and can be
transported to where you need them. The ECU is a common target of reverse engineering,
sometimes referred to as chip tuning. As mentioned in Chapter 7 , the most popular ECU hack is
modifying the fuel map to alter the balance of fuel efficiency and performance in order to give
you a higher-performance vehicle. This chapter will focus on generic embedded-system
methods of attack as well as side-channel attacks. These methodologies can be applied to any
embedded system, not just to the ECU, and they may even be used to modify a vehicle with the
help of aftermarket tools. The first step in attacking the ECU or any embedded system in a
vehicle is to analyze the target circuit board. When reversing a circuit board, first look at the
model numbers of the microcontroller chips on the board. These model numbers can help you
track down valuable information that can be key to your analysis. When you encounter older
chips like these, remove them from the board and plug them in to an EPROM programmer in
order to read their firmware. You should be able to reprogram modern systems directly via
debugging software, like JTAG. Once you locate a data sheet, try to identify the
microcontrollers and memory locations on each chip to determine how things are wired
together and where to find diagnostic pinsâ€”a potential way in. The logo shown in Figure is for
STMicroelectronics. Often, a light-up magnifier or a cheap USB microscope can prove very
handy in reading these markings. Much like VIN numbers, model numbers are often broken
down into sections representing model number and different variations. Figure STM32 chipset
identification. To determine the function of the various pins, scan the data sheet to find the
package pinout diagrams, and look for the package that matches yours for pin count. For
example, as you can see in Figure , each side of the chip has 25 pins for a total of , which
matches the LQFP pinout in the data sheet shown in Figure Sometimes pin 1 on a chip is
indicated by a cut-off corner. If you find nothing on a chip that allows you to identify pin 1, look
for things you can identify. For example, if another chip on the board is a common CAN
transceiver, you could use a multitool to trace the lines to figure out which pins it connects to.
You could then reference the data sheet to see which side of the chip contains these CAN pins.
To do this, put your multimeter in continuity mode. Figure STM32F4 data sheet pinout. You can
use a variety of debugging protocols to debug chips just as you do software. JTAG is a protocol
that allows for chip-level debugging and downloading and uploading firmware to a chip. You
can locate the JTAG connections on a chip using its data sheet. Developers will disable JTAG
firmware via either software or hardware. This is harder to bypass with glitch attacks, though
voltage glitching or the more invasive optical glitches may succeed. When debugging ST chips,
you can use a tool like ST-Link to connect, debug, and reflash the processor. You can also use
a STM32 Discovery board. These are actually developer boards with their own programmer. In
order to use the Discovery kit as a generic programmer, remove the jumpers from the pins
labeled ST-Link , and then connect the six pins on the opposite side labeled SWD see Figure Pin
1 starts next to the white dot on the SWD connector. Renesas is a popular automotive chipset
used in ECUs see Figure When dealing with Freescale chips, such as the MCP5xxx series, keep
in mind that the debugger may be Nexus. Side-channel analysis is another hardware attack
used to bypass ECU and other microcontroller protections and to crack built-in cryptography.
This type of attack takes advantage of various characteristics of embedded electronic systems
instead of directly targeting specific hardware or software. Figure MultiTarget Victim Board. By
changing jumpers on the board, you can pass power to enable or disable different systems, but
be careful to enable only one section at a time, or you may short the board. Pay attention to the

jumper settings before testing. First install the ChipWhisperer software. The ChipWhisperer
software requires Python 2. First, enter the following code:. The second git command
downloads OpenADC. The OpenADC board of the ChipWhisperer is the oscilloscope part, which
measures voltage signals and is basically the heart of the ChipWhisperer system. Use the
following commands to set up the software you should be root in the ChipWhisperer directory :.
The green System Status light on the top should light up, and your ChipWhisperer should now
be set up or at least in its unconfigured core. Next, make sure the Victim Board is set up to use
the ATmega portion by changing the jumper settings to match the layout in Figure Your
ChipWhisperer should have come with a pin ribbon cable. This will allow us to perform testing
without disconnecting the device. Table shows the pinout. Power-analysis attacks involve
looking at the power consumption of different chipsets to identify unique power signatures.
These differences can reveal how a system is configured or even whether a password is correct
because a correct password character may use more power than an incorrect one. The
bootloader requires a password in order to make modifications. This vulnerability has been
fixed in newer versions of TinySafeBoot, but for practice, the old version is included in the
victims folder of the ChipWhisperer framework. Click Program! Figure Setting the Scope and
Target types. Figure Setting Connection and Baud. Switch to the Target Settings tab at the
bottom of the window , and change the Connection setting to ChipWhisperer. At the top of the
screen, click the red circle next to Scope with DIS in it. The circle should become green and
display CON. The ChipWhisperer comes with a simple serial terminal interface. You should see
a terminal like the one shown in Figure Figure ChipWhisperer serial terminal. Now click Connect
to enable your text areas. The output should match that in Figure Now we need to set a custom
password so that we can monitor the power levels when a password is entered. First, close the
serial terminal. Smith , American Marine Ltd. Contact Info, etc. BSD Range. TA Range. Engine
Duty Ratings. Related EAB Webpages. Thanks to our amazing contributors. Become an
Academy Member and gain access to additional pages and programs! Ford Motor Company has
long been an industry leader in supplying powertrain systems to the industrial and power
generation markets. A more complete listing of marinizers follows later in this article. Later, as
Ford Power Products, they marketed a wide range of petrol gasoline engines sourced from their
automotive and industrial divisions mainly in the USA, and adapted them to the off-road
markets including OEMs and the marinizers: MerCruiser, Volvo Penta and OMC, just to name a
few. Ford Component Sales today offers select Ford Engines, Transmissions and Service Parts
to non-automotive off-road markets through their network of engine up-fitters and resellers. The
current engine lineup offered by Ford Component Sales includes a wide range of engines
operable on gasoline, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas and dual fuel. For these engine
offerings, go to Ford Power Products. This article is most concerned with Ford tractor and truck
sourced diesel engines used in marine service for propulsion and power generation. But first, a
little general background. Ford was a major manufacturer of farm tractors for much of the 20th
Century beginning in with the first model being built in Dearborn, Michigan. By mid, more than
6, Fordson tractors, all U. In February , Henry Ford shocked everyone by ending U. Fordson
production. Shortly thereafter, Ford of England restarted Fordson production at Cork, but when
the new Dagenham plant opened in and took over production, the Cork plant was again closed.
Tractors from the new plant were sold throughout the UK and exported all over the world
including the US. During World War II, these tractors helped to produce much needed foodstuffs
while releasing manpower off of the farms to join the war effort. After World war II, when diesel
engines were first offered in some models of the Ford tractors, they were sourced from Perkins
and they proved quite popular. Ford quickly decided to develop their own diesel engines for
their own line of tractors as shown below. This engine became known as the "Dagenham 4D"
and featured "wet" cylinder liners, direct fuel injection, and an exposed fuel injection pump
drive see picture below. There was also a jointly developed petrol version of this engine shown
in a cutaway view below that utilized the same cylinder block and retained the same dimensions
including the bore, stroke and displacement. The later improved Mark-2 version of this petrol
engine had a slightly smaller bore and therefore had a displacement of only It also shared some
of its basic parts with its sister diesel engine such as the cylinder block. Shortly thereafter, the
"4D" was made into a higher revving automotive version and fitted into the Fordson Thames ET
range of lorries as shown below. Note the "4D" grill emblem. Fordson Thames ET6 lorry with
"4D" diesel engine emblem on the grill. Fordson Thames ET6 lorry with the '4D' diesel engine
emblem on the grill. Note that this lorry is powered by the petrol engine and lacks the "4D" grill
emblem. When Ford's competition offered lorries with higher payload, Ford realized that it
needed a new model of lorry to compete. Note the "Step Ring" attached to the front wheel to
help the driver board. This high cabbed monster was offered with the option of either an
improved 4 cylinder "4D Mark-2" or a brand new 6 cylinder "6D Mark-2" engine depending on

the vehicle's payload. Either engine was mounted at an incline. To illustrate this configuration, a
later, but similar Ford E inclined engine which succeeded the inclined 4D Mark-2 , is shown
below. Inclined engines can be found in marine service especially when vessels have limited
engine space height. On rare occasion, an inclined engine has found it's way into marine
service as an upright standing engine, but with the inclined oil pan still fitted. This is a strong
indication that the engine was a used lorry "take-out" that was marinized by an uninformed
private party. Unless the oil pan for an upright standing engine is fitted with the proper oil
pickup deep in the oil sump, this engine is likely to suffer internal damage from aerated oil
being pumped to the moving parts, such as the bearings and timing gears, especially during
operation in heavy seas. See our articles on what internal engine damage results from bearing
damage and from timing gear failure. The "6D Mark-2" was basically a 6 cylinder version of the
"4D Mark-2" with the same bore and stroke, and therefore had a displacement of cubic inches.
Cutaway View of the Ford 6D Mark-2 diesel engine. There was also a petrol version of this
engine fashioned after the 4 cylinder petrol engine displacing It shared some of its parts with
the 4 cylinder petrol engine such as pistons, rings, liners and connecting rods. It also shared
some of its parts with the 6 cylinder diesel engine including the block castings and oil sump.
The pistons, rings, valve train and cylinder head were unique to the petrol engine. They featured
an "exposed" fuel injection pump drive and "wet" cylinder liners. This is usually caused either
by a leaky cylinder liner which has rusted through from the water jacket side, or corrosion of the
cylinder block where the cylinder liner's lower sealing ring should seal, or hardening of this
liner seal due to normal aging or more rapid hardening due to excessive heat. It is important
therefore to keep the engine's cooling system in good condition and routinely flush out any
obstructions in the block around the bottom of the liners' water jackets and use anti-freeze with
corrosion inhibitors to prevent corrosion of the iron and consequent leakage. Liner seal leakage
should be expected to develop in older engines. If the engine is overheated, leakage due to heat
damaged liner seals should be expected soon after. Engine Coolant "Stop Leak" is not effective
at treating such leaks especially on the long term. During Ford's production run of these
engines the 4D from to and the 6D from to numerous minor changes were made, although the
engines retained their basic design and dimensions throughout, with many of the parts being
interchangeable across the years. Some of the more significant of these minor changes are
chronologically listed below:. The agricultural version didn't rev as high as the automotive
version - rpm verses rpm. A limited number of 6D engines were used in Agriculture by
companies like County and Roadless in their 6 cylinder 4 wheel drive versions of the Fordson
Major. A number were also used in combines, grass drying plants, rock crushers, etc, but these
were typically Industrial engines being used for agriculture. Sometimes these engines maximum
revs were reset to a lower RPM like the agricultural versions of the 4D engine. Ford themselves
never developed an agricultural version of the 6D engine, and never built a 6 cylinder Fordson
Major, although many Ford tractors were later converted to 6 cylinder engines. The E was
available with an optional turbocharger. The Fordson Major was designated the E1A. See the
engine specifications tables later in this webpage article for more details. Most of the parts for
these engines are interchangeable with the earlier Ford 4D and to a lesser extent, the 6D. With
regards to 4D parts availability, these engines are fairly easy to get bits for. Consequently, a lot
of aftermarket parts are being supplied for the Fordson Major. It should be easy to get hold of
Valves, Valve guides, Pistons, Liners, Conn Rod small end bearings and big end shells, main
bearing shells, crank seals, water pumps etc. Parts specifically for the 6D might not be quite so
easy to find, although they usually don't pose too many problems. So in general when looking
for parts, try to find parts that start with either E in the case of parts common with the 6 cylinder
petrol engine eg. Avoid parts that begin with E numbers eg. See article on Ford diesel engine
identification and the ford parts numbering system titled " How to Identify Ford Diesel Engines
". The European "Fordson" tractor brand and US "Ford" tractor brand were consolidated in with
the creation of a global tractor line. The Fordson Major was produced until , whilst the Thames
Trader and Industrial engines were produced until The Dorset series engines soon entered
production. The shaft coupling incorporated a timing adjustment claw bolt as shown below. The
marinized version sometimes utilized the tachometer drive on the aft shown here to the left end
of the fuel injection pump to drive the raw water pump. Ford 4D diesel engine with exposed fuel
injection pump drive. On the 4D engine, either a nylon or a rubber coupling will be found as an
injection pump drive shaft coupling. The injection pump drive exits the block from the timing
gears, through the aforementioned coupling to the injection pump as shown in the picture
below. On the 6D engine, a drive shaft of approximately 6 inches in length is used to connect
the fuel injection pump to the engine's auxiliary drive shaft as seen in the picture below. This
Fordson Major tractor which was originally fitted with the 4-cylinder engine has been repowered
with the 6D engine. Longer frame rails and engine bonnet have been fitted to accommodate the

longer length of the 6 cylinder engine. These components were available aftermarket. Best to
stay clear of this shafting when it is turning. Note the aftermarket chrome valve cover. A feature
evident on some marinized 4D and 6D engines is the location of the raw water pump at the aft
end of the inline "Jerk" type fuel injection pump where it is driven by the aft end of the fuel
injection pump camshaft as shown in the picture above where the mechanical tachometer drive
was originally designed to go on the tractor and truck engines. However, other marinized
engines had belt driven raw water pumps located at the front of the engine. The directly driven
fuel injection pump caused more rapid wear of the engine's pump driving gears. Also note the
remote oil filter , which had been inverted to fit into the shipping crate is now righted. See other
" Fixes " listed later in this article that need to be accomplished to prevent engine damage. In ,
Ford introduced the Dorset Series Range diesel engines. All featured "Dry" cylinder liners, a
new block, cylinder head, sump, etc. But like the Dagenham series, they still had the pressed
steel timing gear covers and angle cut timing gears. The Lehman marinized versions of these
engines were fitted with the troublesome two-shaft raw water pump which was developed by
Lehman from a Jabsco rubber impeller type water pump and located just under the fuel
injection pump. Both the directly driven fuel injection pump and the raw water pump contributed
to rapid wear of the engine timing gears. When these gears failed, the engine would suffer
significant internal damage. The earlier 4D and 6D engines did not suffer from as much gear
wear because the soft shock absorbing fuel injection pump drive coupling had the beneficial
effect of minimizing drive gear chatter, and thus engine timing gear wear was not the problem
that it became on the Dorset Series engines. These vehicles were fitted with automotive
versions of the new series engines which were fitted into the lorries on a slant inclined. A
Turbocharged was first offered in as the ET. This range included the C, C, and C, which were the
immediate forerunners of the E, E, and E respectively which they were nearly identical to,
except that they had different pistons with a slightly lower compression ratio This range
included the 4 cylinder E and E, and 6 cylinder E, E, and E, all of which featured boreable
"Parent Bore" cylinders. Like the Range engines, the Range engines were fitted into the D series
lorries on a slant inclined. The ET Turbocharged "Dry" Liner engine was carried over from
before and continued in production until In , the ET received a marine duty rating from Ford. The
4 cylinder E was soon marinized into the popular Lehman 80 , and the 6 cylinder E into the even
more popular Lehman All the Dorset Series engine models were eventually marinized by the
leading marinizers, or by third parties or individuals with component "Kits". This range included
the , , , , and which featured "Parent Bore" cylinders, and the T and T both Turbocharged which
featured "Dry" liner cylinders. The was marinized by Lehman as the Super 90, and the as the
Super The series can be identified by the cast aluminum timing gear covers, the straight-cut
timing gears and the highly visible chrome valve covers see picture below. Note that some
earlier engines were also fitted with aftermarket chrome valve covers, so don't depend on this
feature alone to identify Dover engines. The new straight-cut timing gears introduced in the
Dover engines were noisier, but more robust and reduced the rate of timing gear tooth wear to a
more acceptable level. Ford-Lehman Super Dover Note chrome valve cover, direct driven fuel
injection pump and aluminum timing gear cover. In , the Ford Cargo pictured below replaced the
D-series pictured second above. The Cargo lorries were fitted with automotive versions of the
new Dover series engines which were fitted into the lorries on a slant and were labeled
"inclined". The majority of marinized Ford diesel engines that you will see nowadays are based
on either the D-Series lorries' Dorset engines or the later Cargo lorries' Dover engines. Shortly
thereafter, all Ford Dover truck and industrial engine production moved to Otosan in Turkey.
From , Iveco S. Ford plants took over production and sales of the major vehicles in the Iveco
range and continued production of the Ford Cargo with at least some of the engines sourced
from Ford-Otosan. These engines became known as "DoverTech" engines. Many of these
engines were available from Ford stockpiles years past the end of their final production runs. In
most markets, emissions regulations began restricting installation of these engines to
replacement of already existing engines only. This kept them from being installed in new
applications and of course ultimately led to their demise. Today, most all of the stocks of new
engines and major castings such as blocks and heads have been exhausted, but most typical
parts for rebuilding these models such as pistons, rings, liners, bearings, and gaskets are still
readily available. Unfortunately, the prices are climbing rapidly. The BSD Series is a large family
of mm 4. The engines were designated the "M" series and produced with 3, 4, and 6 inline
cylinders and with various strokes from over-square, to square, to under-square. This allowed
the use of the same 3, 4 and 6 cylinder blocks with various crankshafts to produce a wide range
of power and torque values with many of the parts being interchangeable. The engines were of
the "Parent Bore" type where the pistons are initially fitted directly into the cast-in-block
cylinder bores. The extra thick Parent bore cylinders could, if needed due to cylinder wear or

scoring, be bored and honed to fit oversized pistons and rings, typically 0. The thicker repair
sleeves could also be bored and honed to fit the oversized pistons if need be. The capability of
replacing the repair sleeves when needed gave this engine the potential of being rebuilt over
and over again indefinitely. The exhaust manifold was located on the opposite side of the
engine to the intake manifold. This is called a crossflow head. This family of engines were
favorably received and have broadly earned praise for their durability and dependability. These
base engines were marinized by Beta, Lehman, Mermaid, and Sabre. Ford's New Holland of
Brazil 7. Ford expanded its tractor business when it purchased the Sperry-New Holland
skid-steer loader and hay baler, hay tools and implement company from Sperry Corporation in
and formed Ford-New Holland with the tractor plant located northeast of Dagenham in Basildon
see Fordson in Wikipedia. While the engines were officially the Ford-New Holland 6. The
engines were well received for their durability and dependability, albeit somewhat
under-powered. Ford stopped offering these engines in their trucks and buses at the end of the
model year in favor of the more advanced engine designs of the Cummins 5. From DieselHub.
Consider this: The Cummins engines were simply cheaper and Ford could make more profit
reselling them then marketing the more expensive, much heavier and more robust New Holland
engines. It is unfortunate that this engine was never developed to its full potential. Maybe it was
just too good, to reliable, too expensive initially , and ultimately too rebuildable to exist in our
profit driven throw-away world. In , Ford exited the tractor manufacturing business altogether
when it sold New Holland to Fiat. Fiat began phasing out the Ford engines and phasing in their
own engines as they also began phasing out the Ford name which they completed by the year
From ? They gained a wide acceptance as reliable engines. They were marinized primarily by
Mermaid Marine and offered in several versions up to horsepower. The robust Ford "Kent"
petrol engine had been the bases for the petrol racing engines made famous by Cosworth and
Lotus. Ford restarted production of the "Kent" AM cylinder block in due to the extraordinary
demand from the auto racing community. More from Wikipedia. Watermota also marinized the
Ford side valve based 93A and E petrol engines. By the mid 70's, Watermota had, in
collaboration with Ford and Essex University, developed the cylinder head, pistons, fuel
injectors, diesel injection pump, pump drive, etc. Watermota marketed this engine as the Sea
Panther Mk 2. Westerbeke sourced this dieselized engine from Watermota and marketed it as
the Westerbeke L Watermota also marinized the Ford E? The Ford "York" engine is an inline
Ford diesel engine originally fitted in vehicles such as the London Taxis and the Ford Transit
range of vans between and The Transit was fitted with the 2. These were fitted in the Ford "A"
series light commercial vehicles. Both the four-cylinder and the six-cylinder engines were also
available as Series industrial engines and were marinized by Fenwick and Lees. They were
indirect injected until when they were redesigned. The new "York" 2. The industrial FSD version
was marinized by Mermaid and Lancing Marine for marine service even after Ford ceased
production of the model in until engine stocks were exhausted. The Ford LT engine sometimes
referred to as the "Dagenham" for the Ford plant where it was produced is a 1. It was also
installed in the Ford Fiesta Mark 2. This "Dagenham" engine should not be confused with the
much earlier Fordson 4D series "Dagenham" tractor engine introduced in and built at Ford's
Dagenham plant. The LT was designed from the beginning exclusively to be a diesel engine,
eliminating any compromises required for a design also intended to run on petrol. It was built
exclusively at the Ford Dagenham plant. Design work was carried out with the help of German
diesel specialists Deutz, who already had a relationship with Ford in providing engines for the
heavier-duty Ford Cargos. Output is 40 kW 54 PS; 54 hp at rpm. The crankshaft has five
bearings and the glow plugs were of the quicker in-cylinder type, reducing pre-heating times to
between 7 and 12 seconds depending on the outside temperature. The 1. The Endura-DE engine
features a cast iron block and indirect injection style cylinder head, which means there is a
combustion chamber built into the cylinder head. This engine makes use of aluminium for some
other components to minimise the weight penalty of the Diesel engine. It has a single overhead
camshaft opening eight valves via shim-and-bucket followers. The camshaft is rotated by a
toothed belt driven by a toothed sprocket on the Crankshaft, likewise the fuel injection pump is
rotated by a second toothed belt driven from the crankshaft. The diesel injection pump is a
rotary distributor type most typically made by Lucas CAV. The naturally aspirated engine was
also offered in the Indian Ford Ikon from to A redesign of the engine around saw it become the
Endura-DI, it always features a turbocharger and produces 75 PS 55 kW; 74 hp when found in
Mk. The addition of an intercooler increases power output to 90 PS 66 kW; 89 hp for use in the
Ford Focus. The Endura-DI engine features a cast iron block and direct injection style cylinder
head, which means the combustion chamber is in the top of the piston crown. This engine
makes use of aluminium for many other components to minimise the weight penalty of the
Diesel engine. It has a single overhead camshaft opening 8 valves via shim-and-bucket

followers, and the camshaft is driven by a toothed belt which is driven from a sprocket on the
diesel injection pump; unusually this pump is driven via Gemini twin chains from the
crankshaft. The diesel injection pump is an electronically controlled rotary distributor type most
typically made by Bosch. It has a number of improvements over the previous generation of Ford
diesel engines, including the electronically controlled fuel injection pump otherwise known as
"fly-by-wire". In addition, the traditional oil sump is replaced with a cast aluminium lower
crankcase and a shallow oil pan; there is an oil-to-water cooler, and a great many detail
improvements to parts throughout. The engine has been a noted good performer and is a
smoother, more powerful unit than the one it replaced. PSA had marketed the XDs very
successfully to power several brands of generators, tractors, light trucks and automobiles
including their own very popular Peugeot series of vehicles with XD In turn, Ford not only used
these engines in their own vehicles such as the European Ford Granada, but Ford also supplied
these engines to its subsidiaries, including Jaguar, Volvo, and Land Rover. The XDs came in
several 4 cylinder inline Displacements including 1. The 2. Due to the popularity and
commonality of these engines, most parts are readily available from numerous sources,
including the various OEM's where they were fitted into tractors, generators, light trucks,
automobiles, and boats. However, some applications in non-PSA vehicles had the engine
installed longitudinally, with rear-wheel drive. Displacement ranges between 1. Upon its release
the engine was noted as one of the best diesel engines for cars and light vans in the world with
its high power output and refinement it made all other diesel engines seem agricultural. A
feature of the Ricardo Comet pre-chamber design is that it makes the engine tolerant of low
Cetane value fuels such as SVO. Ford "DuraTorq" Series ? The joint venture makes identical
engines which are fitted to a variety of vehicles from a wide range of car manufacturers. Ford
fits these new engines into their popular Ford Transit line of vehicles as well as offering them
for off-road applications including marine service. Mermaid is the primary marinizer of these
engines. Mahindra has in turn supplied these engines to other OEM's around the globe for
agricultural, Industrial and automotive applications. By volume, not only is Mahindra one of the
largest vehicle manufacturers in India, it is the largest manufacturer of tractors in the world. In
marine service however, these much lighter high-speed engines are not likely to achieve the
avid following of their much heavier and more durable predecessors. Which came first?
Dagenham, Dorset, or Dover? There seems to be some confusion about which engine family
came first, especially when it comes to the Dagenham, Dorset and Dover engines. The Model
Chart below should help clarify this issue. Fortunately, the Ford, Lehman and Mermaid
specsheets and Manuals properly identify the engine families. One significant cause for this
confusion is the commonality between all these ford engine families. This has resulted in it
becoming common practice to replace damaged engines with engines from older or newer
families, or with engines made up of components from earlier or later engines. Sometimes,
matters are made worse when these replacement engines or components come from different
applications agriculture, automotive or industrial , and different duty ratings and power ratings.
One must be very careful when identifying engines and their proper components to avoid
throwing the engines off balance especially in twin engine applications. Even mixing a E with its
slightly lower power rated brother, the E can have significant consequences in terms of
carbonization and reduced service life. In such cases, it is always wise to consult a
knowledgeable expert such as Brian Smith at American Diesel to ensure that you achieve the
best results. This Document is available to Academy members to download and print. This latter
use is surprising in light of the fact that Ford themselves never produced any marinized
versions of their engines, however they did rate some Dorset and Dover industrial models for
marine service. If you have noticed that some marinized Ford diesel engines seem to wear out
much more quickly then others, this could be the real reason. They were already worn out when
they were pressed into marine service. If these Ford based industrial diesel engines are new
when marinized and properly installed, operated and maintained, they should easily provide
dependable service for at least 10, hours before requiring an overhaul. This is why an engine
survey by a professional is such a good idea, especially when it may help determine the actual
age and remaining service life of an engine as well as its actual condition. Internal rusting and
hydrolocking from a previous rusted through exhaust mixing elbow or engine submersion, and
engine overheating are among the most common types of engine damage found during a
thorough mechanical survey. New Ford Power Product engines came in various color schemes
depending on the agreement in place with the source at the time. Some came with Ford Blue,
some Gray, some black, some Clear, some Primed, some oiled, some with a waxy preservative
on bare metal. Some were painted or repainted by Ford Power Product before being shipped to
their buyer. These engines could be any color. Sometimes the buyer would specify. Ford Power
Products favored Blue. Many were repainted by the marinizer. Coming soon. Recall that these

entities were the original sources of the Ford diesel engines that became so popular especially
in Asian Trawlers in the latter half of the 20th Century. Please do not try to contact any of the
vendors on this website via our EverythingAboutBoats. Your message will be moderated and
trashed. Please contact them directly. The very popular 6. They also produced their own
marinized replacement engine packages from the last of the Ford-Otosan 6. They were rated at ,
, , and horsepower. American Diesel Corp can supply most of the parts required to accomplish
the " Fixes " that need to be accomplished to prevent engine damage. The americandieselcorp.
Bob was well known for his Lehman Workshops. We are saddened to have to report that Bob
has passed away. See Passagemaker 's heartfelt and informative obituary. Bob's very capable
and diesel-experienced son, Brian, will carry on the good work that would make his father
proud. Repair Shops and Parts Suppliers. Example 2: The production of the ET continued at
Dagenham until Example 3: The production of select Dover models moved and continued after
at Ford-Otosan in Turkey and were soon labeled "DoverTech" models. See Ford E for more
details. Clicking a Vendor Link in the table will open a new window displaying our webpage for
that Vendor containing details about that vendor and their products. Clicking a Model Link in
the table will open a new window displaying our webpage for that Model. Each line displays the
data available from the identified Data Source DS. The data is displayed according to the Table
Key above. Keep in mind that Data can be inaccurate in the source material. We do not correct
these errors in the table, however we do point them out in the "NOTES" when we find them.
Also remember that in a few cases the source material may be illegible. We try to obtain the best
source material available. Shortly thereafter, Industrial versions of the 4D engine were
developed for powering combines, rock crushers, pumps, generators, etc. Lehman had not
developed the marinizing components for the Ford 4D base engine when it was in production.
Consequently, any marinized Ford built 4D you find is unlikely to have been marinized when it
was brand new, but rather was a used 4D engine taken out of a tractor, lorry, generator, etc.
Industrial versions of the 4D Mark-2 engine were developed for powering combines, rock
crushers, pumps, generators, etc. This identifier followed the head's raised cast-in part number
on the right side of the head. T-T N-M? Barracuda Turbo T-? They were never fitted to Ford
tractors by Ford, but were often fitted to modified Ford tractors after-market by others such as
County Tractors. Industrial versions of the 4D engine were developed for powering combines,
rock crushers, pumps, generators, etc. Lehman had not developed the marinizing components
for the Ford 6D base engine when it was in production. Consequently, any marinized Ford built
6D you find is unlikely to have been marinized when it was brand new, but rather was a used 6D
engine taken out of a tractor, lorry, generator, etc. This identifier followed the head's raised
cast-in part number "EE" on the right side of the head. Also see How to Identify Ford Engines.
These engines were fitted into D Series Ford Lorries. The E is not to be confused with the
slightly larger parent bore C which was the immediate forerunner of the E. How this came about
is due to Ford's part numbering scheme. What appears to be an engine model number is in this
case just the first part of the individual component's part number and it was taken from the
model number of the first engine that the part was initially intended to fit, even if ultimately that
engine was never put into production. As shown below, this number is followed by "" which is
the designator in the part number for all of Ford's "raw" engine block castings. As these
castings are machined and assembled, they are assigned different part numbers depending on
the engine block's features and degree of assembly. The engine blocks identified by the "E "
part number as shown below were ultimately utilized to build the Ford E model engines. Ford
ET? PM ? It had chromed cylinder liners, stronger head bolts and connecting rods. Marinized
engines available after may be Ford Dover T base engines. NOTES: This is the inclined slanted
version of the E and was mostly fitted into Ford "cab-over" lorries and when marinized fitted
into vessels with limited engine space height. The C was nearly identical to the E. The C had a
The C was the immediate forerunner of the E. While this engine is similar to the popular 6
cylinder Lehman , it is actually the "Econo" reduced horsepower version of the E below, and it
was marinized by American Marine Ltd with Lehman marinizing kits in the '70s for use in their
Grand Banks trawlers. They were painted AmMarine gold or yellowish green. Sea Ranger? The
BHP output rating rpm is achieved when the engine is at full throttle and overloaded enough
that the injection pump rack is fully advanced to maximum spray duration ie when at WOT and
under full overload while accelerating, climbing ocean swells, on a dyno or over-propped. This
output rating is intended to provide the intermittent power needed during acceleration and when
climbing ocean swells. If the propeller is properly pitched for the vessel, the engine may come
close to this output during full throttle acceleration or when climbing ocean swells at WOT, but
the engine was not intended to be operated under such overload for very long as this lugging of
the engine is detrimental to the engine from overloading, hot-spots, over-fueling, incomplete
combustion, and carbon buildup and wear. Likewise the life of an under-worked diesel engine

will also suffer, but in this case mainly from incomplete combustion that results from low
combustion temperatures. Ford T? Sometimes shown as cubic inch displacement. Industrial
T-M? By the mid 70's, Watermota had developed the cylinder head, pistons, fuel injectors,
injection pump and drive, etc. Watermota marketed these petrol-to-diesel conversions as the
Sea Panther Mk 2. Westerbeke sourced this engine from Watermota and marketed it as the
Westerbeke L XLD 1. Later and noticeably improved XUD9A engines have oval ports. This
"overload" power output is intended to be reached only occasionally for short duration
situations such as when accelerating, as it results in over-fueling a fuel rich mixture that will
cause rapid carbonization which in turn will severely shorten the service life of the engine.
Therefore, it is recommended that the engine, gearing, propeller, etc. See our article on
Selecting the right diesel engine to discover a vital component that all diesel engines lack, but
almost every gasoline engine is equipped with. American Marine Ltd. Barr Marine Engine Duty
Ratings. Beta Marine Engine Duty Ratings. Bomac Engine Duty Ratings. C-Power Engine Duty
Ratings. Econopower Engine Duty Ratings. Fenwick Groupe Engine Duty Ratings. Hawker
Siddeley Engine Duty Ratings. Lancing Marine Engine Duty Ratings. Lees Marine Engine Duty
Ratings. Din Lehman Engine Duty Ratings. Mermaid Engine Duty Ratings. High hours, Naturally
Aspirated. Maximum usage hours per year. Parsons Engine Duty Ratings. Powermarine Engine
Duty Ratings. Sabb Engine Duty Ratings. Sabre Engine Duty Ratings. Seapower Engine Duty
Ratings. Stratos Engine Duty Ratings. Tempest Engine Duty Ratings. Thornycroft Engine Duty
Ratings. Vetus Engine Duty Ratings. Volvo Penta Engine Duty Ratings. Watermota Engine Duty
Ratings. Westerbeke Engine Duty Ratings. Wortham Blake Engine Duty Ratings. Product
Documentation. Documentation with Bold Titles are part of our Academy Library! To view the
entire document, click on its Bold Title Link to go to our webpage for that item and then scroll
down to the "Academy Library" section on that page. In this section are included
documentation for all the Ford Industrial Power Products diesel models as there are many
similarities between the various models and therefore a significant amount of information can
be gleaned from the documentation covering these other models. Lancing Catalog - FSD 2.
Includes marinizing kits for Ford diesels Lc? Ford SpecSheet - E Fs? Ford SpecSheet - C Fs?
FORD "Dover" ? Ford SpecSheet - Fs? Ford SpecSheet - T Fs? Ford SpecSheet - Ti Fs?
Ford-Otosan SpecSheet - ? Ford T Fs? Mahandra SpecSheet - XD9? Mahandra SpecSheet XD93? Peugeot SpecSheet - XD9? Peugeot SpecSheet - XD93? Ford E As? AmMarine
SpecSheet - ? Beta Marine Beta SpecSheet -? Bomac Marine Power Corp. Bomac SpecSheet -?
C-Power SpecSheet - Ford? C-Power SpecSheet - Ford ? Econopower Econopower SpecSheet
-? Fenwick Groupe Fenwick SpecSheet -? Lehman SpecSheet - 6D? Ford E Ls? Northeast Ford
Engines Inc. SpecSheet -? Powermarine Powermarine SpecSheet -? Sabb Sabb SpecSheet - F4.
Seapower Seapower SpecSheet -? Stratos Stratos SpecSheet -? Tempest Tempest SpecSheet -?
Thornycroft Thornycroft SpecSheet -? Thornycroft S pecShee t - Ford Ts?. Thornycroft S
pecShee t - Ford Ts? Vetus Vetus SpecSheet -? Vetus SpecSheet - P4. Vetus Service Manual P4. Media Click the Title Links below to view media, details, reviews, etc. Media with Bold Titles
are part of our Academy Library! Websites: TractorData. If you know of a Publication, Video, etc.
Related EverythingAboutBoats. Thanks to our amazing contributors for the steady flow of
articles, and to our dedicated all-volunteer staff who sort, polish and format them, everyday we
get a little bit closer to our goal of Everything About Boats. If you would like to submit an article,
see Submitting Articles. We are currently formatting and polishing the Anchors Aweigh
Academy online and hands-on courses. Thank you for your support. You make this website
possible. Comments for Public Viewing. All comments are moderated before they appear on this
page. See Comment Rules. I found the information that I needed right away from one of the over
20, free articles that you provide as a public service. I'm surprised that so much if this site is
free. But I still signed up so I could access the thousands of expanded pages, interesting
articles, and dozens of valuable programs! The member's library of books, magazines and
videos that I can view online is really terrific! I understand that you and your staff are all unpaid
volunteers. Please keep up the good work. And I commend you for your plans to add another
10, free informative articles over the next year. I'm thrilled to support you in this endeavor with
my small membership donation. Thanks again for all your hard work. They say that it will take
about , articles to cover the full scope that they have envisioned for the website. They have over
20, articles so far and that's doing pretty well, but it could take several years to get the rest. I
also noticed that many of the Main Topic Pages and some of the article pages are still in the
rough draft stage. I guess that they will fill in as they can get volunteers to work on them. But
what I can't figure out is why anyone would spend the time writing informative in depth articles
just to give away free to this website for publication? What's in it for them? Writing such articles
helps establish them as knowledgeable professionals. After all, this website was originally
created by a school for marine technicians and marine surveyors. The website is growing in

content every day. They even had to move to a bigger, more powerful server because the
website's traffic has been growing exponentially. I use the topic pages on the right sidebar to
browse around the website. It's like a Junior Woodchucks' Guidebook for Boaters. What a deal!
I really love being part of this "Everything About Boats" community and help provide thousands
of helpful articles free to the public. I think that I'll sit down right now and write an article about
my experiences boating with my uncle. Well, I think it stinks. Furthermore, I don't even own a
boat. And I wouldn't have a boat even if someone gave me one. Boats are a waste of money and
time and energy and money! They're just a hole in the water you pour money into. If you gave
me a boat, I'd sell it quicker then you could say Baggywrinkle. Bah humbug. And of course all of
the girls, April, May, and June, love to be on the water too, especially when that is where the
boys are. Oh poor Scrooge, boating is more fun then you could possibly imagine. I've had a
change of heart, and I'm giving each of you a Lifetime Academy Membership. You inspire us to
keep working on this labor of love. We know that we have a lot more to do. Ultimately, we hope
that we can help you enjoy the wonder filled world of boating as much as we do. We are all
waiting to see what you have to say about this webpage article. Be sure to include this page's
title in the subject line. Also, your corrections, updates, additions and suggestions are
welcomed. Let's work together on this. Ford E based Lehman Fordson 4 Cylinder Petrol Engine.
Ford Duratorq Diesel Engine. Inclined Slanted Version of Ford E.
wiring cat 5 diagram
f 250 diesel fuse box
toyota highlander manual
Mermaid Flat-Six Duty Rating. E1A Agricultural. Barracuda Turbo. Pike II. Porbeagle II. Force
Barracuda II. Sea Lion? BD4 UK. SD80 Standard SP90 Super SD Standard SP Super Turbo Plus.
BD3 UK. BSD BSD T. BSD HT. BD8 UK. SP Super. CNH 5. CNH 7. Mm1 -. Four - Six - FSD FSD 2.
XLD LP 1. XDP 4. XUD7 TE. XUD9 SD. XUD9 TE. XUDT XUD11 A. ZSD Automotive. PT22 Marine.
PT24 Marine. TDCi 3. PT32 Marine. Lees Brochure - Powering the Nation Afloat 15hphp. Built by
New Holland of Brazil. Lees SpecSheet - Six Ford Mermaid Marine Listed Alphabetically.
Thornycroft S pecShee t - Ford E. Thornycroft S pecShee t - Ford Installation Instructions:.
Mermaid InstallDrawings - Turbo-Four 2?? Mermaid InstallDrawings - Turbo-Plus??? Vetus
OpManual - P4. Emmark Parts List - Ford Tractor. Ford Service Manual - Tractor 4. Related
Documentation:. B ran d? Forum Posts:. Ford Production Dates by Serial Numbers â€” Ford 6
Cylinder Diesel Engine Development â€” uktractorpulling. Bad Link. Foley Engines. Lancing
Marine.

